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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Phylogeography 
 
Phylogeography is a field of research that combines disciplines of the macro- and 
microevolutionary levels. These disciplines include for instance phylogeny, i.e. evolutionary history 
and population genetics, of which the first focuses on major trends among higher taxa, and the latter 
traditionally addresses the intraspecific geographical population structure and population history. 
Phylogeography aims to connect genealogy, or genetic lineages, with geography to study their 
relationships and to reveal the processes that have caused the observed distribution of genetic 
variation in contemporary populations (Avise et al. 1987). In animal populations, the genetic 
structure can vary from total uniformity across geographic distributions (e.g. Kvist et al. 1999) to 
intense structure (e.g. Rodríguez et al. 2013) subdivided by e.g. geographical and ecological 
boundaries or behavioral consequences (Avise 2004). The genetic structure of populations is 
usually influenced by past events, and their occurrence in time can be determined by genetic data 
collected from the populations (Hamilton 2009). 
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is the most used molecular marker in phylogeographic studies 
(Randi 2000), in which also other highly variable markers of the nuclear genome are often included 
for additional information. Only during the past couple of decades phylogeographic studies have 
revealed vast amounts of new information on plant and animal biogeographical histories and 
population structure (Avise 2000), including the fascinating time frame of the Quaternary period, 
comprising the Pleistocene ice ages. 
 
1.2 Pleistocene ice ages and their effect on northern Palearctic biota 
 
The genetic diversity of many natural populations has been shaped by the Quaternary ice ages 
(Hewitt 1996). During the Pleistocene epoch, which began about 2.5 million years ago (Mya), the 
climate changed repeatedly from cold glacial to warm interglacial conditions and induced 
continental ice sheets to grow and shrink. The temperate northern hemisphere was affected most 
severely by these climatic fluctuations (Webb & Bartlein 1992). The temperate biota contracted and 
expanded with the changing climate, and during the severe glacial stages plants and animals were 
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forced to move south and settle to the remaining habitable sanctuaries, i.e. refugia (Hewitt 1996, 
1999), which led to genetic differentiation in the allopatric populations (Bilton et al. 1998). 
Iberia, Apennines (Italy) and the Balkans have been accepted as the main refugial areas (e.g. Hewitt 
1999), but central Europe and Western Asia have also been suggested as sources of the present 
central and north European populations (Bilton et al. 1998; Provan & Bennett 2008). The three 
main refugia are distinct due to the geographical traits of Europe: it is a large east-west oriented 
peninsula, and the Mediterranean Sea forms a strong barrier of dispersal in the South. Also the east-
west oriented mountain ranges of the Alps and the Pyrenees impeded the northward movement of 
the biota from the Apennines and Iberia during the warm interglacials, thus enhancing the isolation 
of the populations (Taberlet et al. 1998).  
Approximately 18 000 years ago, at the end of the Late Pleistocene, the ice sheets began to recede 
and the global climate became warmer. The biota migrated northwards following their optimal 
circumstances (Huntley & Webb 1989). This expansion of the refugial populations has been 
associated with an observed decreasing south-to-north trend of genetic variation in some species. 
The trend was caused by a series of bottlenecks when the biota spread from the leading edge of the 
refugial population, and led to a loss of alleles and decreasing genetic diversity (Hewitt 1996). 
In some of the studied terrestrial European and Scandinavian vertebrates, the intraspecific 
genealogical lineages, which formed in separate refugia, were found to have come to secondary 
contact in the Fennoscandian area, for instance among the following species: Moor Frog (Rana 
arvalis: Knopp & Merilä 2009), Bank Vole (Myodes glareolus; Tegelström 1987), Field Vole 
(Microtus agrestis; Jaarola & Tegelström 1995) and Brown Bear (Ursus arctos; Taberlet et al. 
1995). These areas of considerable genetic diversity, which has been caused by the secondary 
contact zones, have also been located in central Europe (Taberlet et al. 1998) and even in Asia at 
least among passerine birds (Aliabadian et al. 2005). Due to the relative recentness of the Holocene 
recolonization and the Pleistocene population isolations, fast evolving mitochondrial DNA is used 
in most studies that cover the Quaternary because of its fine resolution (Hewitt 1999). 
 
1.3 Molecular evolution of the mammalian and bat mitochondrial DNA 
 
The mammalian mitochondrial genome is a small, circular approximately 16 kilobase (kb) sized 
DNA molecule, which is maternally inherited in most species (Rabinowitz & Swift 1970; 
Hutchison et al. 1974). It consists of approximately 37 genes, of which 22 code for transfer RNAs, 
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two ribosomal RNAs and 13 protein-coding messenger RNAs that code for proteins mainly 
involved in the electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation (Figure 1.1). The mitochondrial 
genome is very efficiently arranged; it lacks introns, the spacers between genes are small or lacking 
and some genes can overlap by a few base pairs, although, duplications or insertions can be found 
in the control region (Avise 2004; Meganathan et al. 2012). 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Organization of the bat mitochondrial genome after Meganathan et al. (2012). Arrows pointing 
counter clockwise depict genes transcribed from the L-strand, and arrows pointing clockwise are genes 
transcribed from the H-strand. The two mtDNA regions used in this study are marked with dark grey. 
Mitochondrial DNA has many useful qualities that can be utilized in studies of evolutionary history 
on intra- and interspecies levels (Ballard & Whitlock 2004). The haploid mtDNA passes on 
predominantly through the female lineage (Birky 2005), and because it rarely recombines, the 
mitochondrial genome can be seen as a single genealogical unit (Avise 1989; Birky 2001). The 
number of mitochondria is generally high (~800) in most cells and each mitochondrion can contain 
multiple copies of the mitochondrial genome (Scheffler 1999), which usually are all identical within 
an individual, but vary between individuals at the intraspecific level (Avise 1986). The ample copy 
number is valuable when the samples in question are old or in poor condition, since then at least 
some mtDNA that is usable for the PCR amplification will have survived even when the nuclear 
DNA itself has perished (Pääbo et al. 2004). Different regions of mtDNA have different 
evolutionary rates (Pesole et al.1999), which can be used in studies on diverse taxonomic levels and 
time scales. The regions evolving slower are more suitable for interspecies studies and those 
evolving faster for population level studies (Avise 2004). 
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In bat studies, mitochondrial markers, which are often used along with additional nuclear markers, 
have frequently discovered cryptic species – two or more species within a same nominal species –, 
e.g. for the genera of Pipistrellus, Hypsygo, Plecotus, Eptesicus and Myotis in western Palearctic 
(Mayer et al. 2007) and for the Miniopterus genus in Madagascar (Goodman et al. 2009). Thus, 
when using solely morphology or behavior-based methods distinct bat species can be left 
unrecognized. 
Cases of non-monophyly of the mitochondrial lineage have also been frequently found in various 
bat studies (Hoffman et al. 2003; Berthier et al. 2006; Mayer et al. 2007; Mao et al. 2010). These 
indicate that hybridization and introgression, i.e. gene leakage from one species to another, between 
diverged lineages or species has taken place during the history of the study taxon. In such cases, the 
molecular history is different from the species history, which could be falsely inferred if only 
mtDNA is used (Machado & Hey 2003). 
At a higher systematic level, comparing mitochondrial genomes suggested that the microbat 
suborder Microchiroptera is not monophyletic (Teeling et al. 2000), which later led to the 
reorganization of the order of Chiroptera (Hutcheon & Kirsch 2006). The mitochondrial genome of 
bats has the usual mammalian gene organization (Figure 1.1). Out of the over 1200 bat species, the 
complete DNA sequence of the mitochondrial genome is known from less than 20 species 
(Meganathan et al. 2012). However, sequences of some individual segments of the mitochondrial 
genome, such as the control region, NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1 (ND1) and cytochrome b, 
have been researched widely. In this study, segments of two popular mtDNA markers were utilized: 
cytochrome b and the control region. 
 
1.3.1 Cytochrome b 
 
In the mitochondrial genome, cytochrome b is a 1.4 kb long gene, which produces a protein that 
operates as a part of the electron transport chain in the inner membranes of the mitochondria. It is 
embedded in the inner membrane by its eight transmembrane helices (Figure 1.2). Cytochrome b is 
the only cytochrome coded by mitochondrial DNA (Esposti et al. 1993).  
The structure and function of the cytochrome b protein limit its evolution at the DNA level, since 
non-synonymous substitutions change the biochemical qualities of the protein product. Although 
the rate of evolution is slow when the non-synonymous codon sites are considered, evolving is 
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Figure 1.2 Structure of cytochrome b (after Howell 1989). The shaded and bolded parts of the protein 
correspond to the section of the gene used in this study. 
relatively fast at the synonymous sites (Irwin et al. 1991). The conserved non-synonymous 
substitutions can be utilized for studies of deeper phylogenetic relationships, whereas the variable 
synonymous sites can be used for population level questions (Meyer 1994). 
 
1.3.2 Control region 
 
The control region is the only large, approximately 1 kb long section of non-coding DNA in 
mammalian mitochondrial DNA. It functions as an origin of replication for the heavy-strand and 
contains promoters for transcription of both light- and heavy-strands (Wilkinson et al. 1997; Avise 
2004). Despite its role in replication and transcription, substitutions accumulate into the control 
region sequence relatively fast (Sun et al. 2009). The control region is generally divided into three 
main domains. The central domain is the most conserved in evolution, and each domain consists of 
alternating variable and conserved sequence blocks (Figure 1.3; Wilkinson et al. 1997; Pesole et al. 
1999; Sun et al. 2009).  
 
Figure 1.3 Structure of the control region (after Sun et al. 2009). The approximate locations of HVI and HVII 
are estimated from the information of human mitochondrial hypervariable segments (Lutz et al. 2000). 
Conserved sequence blocks (Sun et al. 2009) are marked with black bars. OriH is the origin of replication of 
the heavy-strand; LSP and HSP are the light- and heavy-strand promoters (after Wilkinson et al. 1997). 
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Hypervariable (HV) segments I and II are the most used control region markers in bat studies; 
sometimes the complete control region is used (e.g. Xu et al. 2010). In humans and birds HVIII has 
also been recognized and used for distinction of different individuals (Lutz et al. 2000; Crochet & 
Desmarais 2000). 
 
1.3.3 Applications for mtDNA data: the molecular clock and mismatch distribution 
 
The mitochondrial DNA sequence data can be used to examine genetic changes in past populations 
that have left characteristic traces observable in the DNA of present populations. One of the 
methods for studying these processes is the molecular clock, which enables dating the events of 
divergence of taxa or lineages in sidereal time (Hamilton 2009). The idea of the molecular clock 
was introduced by Zuckerkandl & Pauling (1965). It assumes that the substitution rate, i.e. the 
amount of divergence, is roughly constant through time and is thus proportional to the time of 
separation of the taxa. The substitutions measured must be neutral to natural selection so that 
constant mutation rates can be at least roughly assumed (Hamilton 2009). Thus, the hypothesis of 
the molecular clock is based on the neutral theory, which was developed by Kimura (1968). 
One of the essential features of the molecular clock is that the estimation of the divergence times 
can be accomplished without comprehensive fossil records, assuming that substitution rates are 
similar among different taxa (Arbogast et al. 2002). However, a clock calibration based on fossil 
records is needed at least initially to obtain more accurate estimates, but interpreting comparisons of 
DNA sequence data against fossils can be challenging, since the DNA sequence data might 
overestimate and the fossil data underestimate the divergence times, and some species cannot be 
distinguished from one another merely by the morphology of the skeleton (Avise 2004; Hamilton 
2009). Calibration can also be based on biogeographical events, such as formation of an island 
(Fleischer et al. 1998; Bromham & Penny 2003), but still the interpretation is not always 
straightforward (Avise et al. 1992). When comparing more distant taxa, substitution rates can vary 
considerably between them, in which case the molecular clock cannot be considered as a universal 
timepiece. The divergence of closely related species can be estimated by a taxonomically local 
clock, since it is probable that their rates of molecular evolution are similar (Arbogast et al. 2002). 
By applying the molecular clock, it is also possible to estimate the dates of past demographic events 
or historical changes in population size from extant populations. A simple method for examining 
events in population history is the distribution of all individual pairwise comparisons within a 
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population. This method is called mismatch distribution. Different kinds of events in population 
history are expected to produce distinct shapes of mismatch distributions, such as the theoretical L-
shaped curve caused by a significant reduction in population size (Rogers & Harpending 1992). As 
an alternative to mismatch distributions, demographic signals are often studied by coalescence 
simulations of the mitochondrial genealogy (Drummond et al. 2002). In coalescence two or more 
lineages converge to a single common ancestral lineage when the lineages are traced back in time 
(Hamilton 2009). 
 
1.5 The Northern Bat 
 
The Northern Bat (Eptesicus nilssonii) is a member of the family Vespertilionidae, and is one of the 
23 different species belonging to the genus Eptesicus. The range of the mostly non-migrating 
Northern Bat covers Fennoscandia, part of the continental Europe and southern Russia and extends 
to the Pacific coast and Northern Japan, Hokkaido (Figure 2.1; Wilson & Reeder 2005). The range 
the Northern Bat inhabits is mostly temperate and boreal extending to the mountain woodlands in 
the northern Palearctic (Stubbe et al. 2008). Northern Bats have adapted to the harsh conditions of 
their boreal environment (Rydell 1989), and can thrive in different habitats ranging from close 
proximity of streams and lakes to open grasslands, forests and even to urban areas (Dietz et al. 
2009). 
In Finland, the Northern Bat is the most numerous bat species (Siivonen & Wermundsen 2008). 
Thus, it is not considered endangered (Liukko et al. 2010) and is classified as a Least Concern 
species in the IUCN classification. Nonetheless, as well as all the other bat species in Finland, 
Northern Bat is protected by national legislations, as in most other countries in the range of this 
species. Other conservation measures include the Bonn Convention (Eurobats), the Annex IV of EU 
Habitats and Species Directive and Natura 2000, which protects some of the Northern Bat habitats 
(Stubbe et al. 2008). 
Previously the Northern Bat has been examined among other species of the genus Eptesicus (Juste 
et al. 2013; Artyushin et al. 2009) or among other vespertilionid bat genera (e.g. Mayer & von 
Helversen 2001; Ibáñez et al. 2006; Kruskop et al. 2012) using mitochondrial and nuclear markers. 
These studies have revealed some very exciting information of the Northern Bat. Interbreeding of 
the Northern Bat and its sister species, the Serotine (E. serotinus), was first suggested by Mayer and 
von Helversen (2001) and later reaffirmed by Juste et al. (2013). The latter authors came to the 
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conclusion that the Northern Bat mtDNA was introgressed to the Serotine. Introgression has also 
been detected in some other bat species (in genera Uroderma (Tent-Making Bats); Hoffman et al. 
2003, Pteropus (Flying Foxes); Webb & Tidemann 1995, Rhinolophus (Horseshoe Bats); Mao et al. 
2013, Scotophilus (Yellow/House Bats); Vallo et al. 2012 and Myotis (Mouse-Eared Bats); Berthier 
et al. 2006), but the amount will presumably rise with further research given that every fourth 
mammal species is a bat (Berthier et al. 2006) and many of them have not been studied by 
molecular markers or at all. Furthermore, Artyushin et al. (2009) discovered that the Northern Bat 
comprised two distinct mitochondrial lineages that the authors named by the geographical locations 
from which the lineages were found. The European lineage was detected only in Europe; west from 
the proximity of the Russian border, and the Siberian lineage was detected only in Russia. Later 
studies (Kruskop et al. 2012; Juste et al. 2013) have confirmed this intraspecific geographical 
division. However, all of these larger scale studies that were accomplished in the European and 
Russian areas disregarded Fennoscandia. Smaller scale studies of refugia and recolonization 
pathways have been conducted for some of those northwest Palearctic bat species, of which 
distribution stretches at least to the southern parts of the Nordic countries (e.g. Petit et al. 1999; 
Juste et al. 2004; Ibáñez et al. 2006), but also these studies ignored Fennoscandian bat populations. 
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1.6 Aims of the study 
 
The general aim of my study is to provide basic knowledge on the genetic diversity of the Northern 
Bat (Eptesicus nilssonii) in Fennoscandia and to use it for clarifying its population structure and 
history. 
More specifically, I first used mitochondrial DNA sequences of cytochrome b gene to set a 
phylogenetic framework for the broad scale northern Palearctic data of the Northern Bat. This data 
serves as a basis for more detailed population level studies. 
After this I examined genetic variation and population structure of the Northern Bat in different 
geographical levels by using mitochondrial control region DNA sequences of broad scale north 
European and more local Finnish data.  
The following are the central questions of this study: 
1) Are the northern Palearctic and Finnish Northern Bat populations geographically structured? 
2) Does the Fennoscandian Northern Bat population consist either both of the intraspecific 
mitochondrial lineages, i.e. the European lineage and Siberian lineage, or of only one and if so, of 
which lineage is it? 
3) When did the Northern Bat lineages diverge? 
4) Are there any signs of ancient population division into a single refugium or multiple refugia 
during glaciations in the present Northern Bat population? Which post-glacial colonization routes 
might Northern Bats have migrated along? 
5) Can two segments of the mitochondrial genome with different mutation rates be compared with 
each other? Are these regions suitable for studies of systematics and population genetics? 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
2.1 Study area and samples 
 
In this study three embedded geographical scales were selected for sampling: A large scale area of 
the Northern Palearctic, a mid-sized area of North Europe (Fennoscandia and Latvia), and a local 
scale including only Finland, which is also a part of the larger scales (Figure 2.1). The purpose was 
to examine possible population structures of the Northern Bat in the different geographical scopes. 
Starting at the local scale, the base for the Finnish data was obtained from museum samples from 
the Zoological Museum of the Finnish Museum of Natural History (MZH) in Helsinki and from the 
Zoological Museum of the University of Oulu (ZMUO). The museum samples were older tissue 
preserved by freezing or alcohol. The Finnish data was supplemented with fresh tissue samples of 
live bats collected from various locations in Southern Finland during the summers of 2010 and 2012 
(Figure 2.1; Appendix A). The total Finnish data consisted of 102 individuals.  
 
Figure 2.1 Sampling locations and distributions of the Northern Bat (Eptesicus nilssonii) and Serotine (E. 
serotinus), which is used as an outgroup species (ranges redrawn for both species after 
http://maps.iucnredlist.org range maps). The dashed line circles illustrate the three embedded geographical 
scales of this study: Northern Palearctic, North Europe and Finland. 1—Range of the Northern Bat, 2—
Range of the Serotine, 3—Sample locations of Serotine (Artyushin et al. 2009), 4— Serotine (Ruedi & Mayer 
2001), 5—Northern Bat (this study), 6—Northern Bat (Artyushin et al. 2009), 7—Northern Bat (Ruedi & 
Mayer 2001). Easternmost Eurasia and Japan are also inhabited by Northern Bats, but the area was 
excluded from this study to confine the thesis. 
For the North European scale, museum samples were obtained from the Department of Vertebrate 
Zoology of the Swedish Museum of Natural History (NRM), from Helgeland museum (RMZ) in 
Norway and from the Latvian University of Agriculture (LUA): a total of 44 individuals were 
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sampled. The collection dates of all of the museums sampled bats varied from 1913 to 2010. MSc 
Eeva-Maria Kyheröinen, a licensed bat ringer, was responsible for the acquisition of both the 
museum and fresh tissue materials. A list of the Finnish and foreign samples can be found in 
Appendix A. 
The data of the northern Palearctic and North European scales were supplemented by 6 Northern 
Bat (Eptesicus nilssonii) sequences and 13 sequences of an outgroup species, the Serotine (E. 
serotinus; outgroup is “a taxon phylogenetically outside the clade of interest”, Avise 2004). These 
cytochrome b sequences were obtained from previous studies (Ruedi & Mayer 2001; Artyushin et 
al. 2009), and were retrieved from GenBank (see list in Appendix B for GenBank Accession 
Numbers). 
 
2.2 Trapping methods of live bats 
 
Bats were mainly trapped by a harp trap, which was first depicted by Constantine (1958), and later 
Tuttle (1974) introduced some improvements to it. The harp trap consists of two parallel 2.4  1.8 
m aluminium tube frames and many vertical monofilament fishing lines stretched to each frame 
every 2.5 centimeters (Figure 2.2). A white canvas pouch, partly covered with polyethylene, is 
located under the lines. The working principle of the harp trap is that a flying bat avoids the first set 
of strings, but collides with the next one and falls into the pouch. The bats are prevented from 
escaping by a slippery polyethylene covering that extends into the pouch. It also protects the pouch 
from mild rain. 
The bat trapping success of the harp trap was enhanced by the aid of an acoustic lure, which is a 
device that plays species specific high frequency social calls (Hill & Greenaway 2005). The 
loudspeaker was attached to the harp trap frame and the battery, connected to the loudspeaker by a 
long cord, was placed on the ground. An ultrasound detector had to be used to check that the siren 
was on and that it played the sound of the correct species, since the ultrasonic bat calls cannot be 
heard by human ear. 
In addition, at a few sites some bats were caught by a hand net and mist nets, which are also used 
for trapping birds. Mist nets were mounted close to the harp trap between two fishing rods that were 
anchored to the ground with tent pegs. 
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Figure 2.2 A harp trap for trapping bats and tissue sampling from a live bat. On the left, the small black box 
attached to the closer vertical aluminium tube is the loudspeaker of the acoustic lure and the power source is 
located inside the clear box on the ground between the legs of the trap. On the right, the bat is Daubenton’s 
bat (Myotis daubentonii). 
 
2.3 Tissue sampling 
 
Museum specimens were sampled for tissue either from the thorax near the wing, if there was 
enough muscle tissue, or from the wing membrane, if the muscle tissue had been degraded. I 
performed the sampling of museum samples only on the specimens that were obtained from the 
Zoological Museum of the Finnish Museum of Natural History (MZH). The sampling was 
performed in the laboratory of the Zoological Museum. Other museums’ specimens were sampled 
by the staff in each museum, except specimens from the Zoological Museum of the University of 
Oulu (ZMUO) were sampled by MSc Eeva-Maria Kyheröinen. Altogether, 111 tissue samples were 
obtained from the museum specimens. Live bats were sampled by punches of 3 mm across taken 
from the wing between the 4
th
 and 5
th
 finger (Figure 2.2). The sampling was done with a 
specifically for this purpose designed tool that collects a round piece of wing tissue from the bat. 
The small pieces of tissue were placed in 96 % ethanol and stored in a refrigerator until further use 
(Worthington Wilmer & Barratt 1996). Fresh tissue samples were obtained from 40 Northern Bats. 
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2.4 DNA extraction and PCR amplification of mtDNA 
 
All DNA work was conducted in the laboratory of the Finnish Museum of Natural History by me 
unless told otherwise. Bat DNA was extracted using a commercial Nucleospin® Tissue Protocol 
extraction kit following the instructions of Standard protocol for human or animal tissue and 
cultured cells with minor modifications (Appendix C). In preliminary experiments (by museum 
technician Katja Nylund) this method was compared with a simple salt extraction protocol, in terms 
of testing if the salt protocol was more efficient in yielding DNA than the kit. Most samples 
extracted by the salt protocol resulted with stronger bands to some extent when examined on 
agarose gel, but the difference was not considered significant. The kit method was also quicker and 
easier to conduct, thus it was chosen for this study. Nevertheless, a few salt extracted sequences 
(Fin4, Fin9–Fin11; listed in Appendix A) were included into the data of this study, since they were 
ready for further use and of good quality. 
Two different segments of bat mitochondrial DNA were amplified by PCR: The first half of the 
coding cytochrome b gene and the non-coding hypervariable segment II (HVII) of the control 
region. Most primers were obtained from earlier bat studies, but one new primer was designed by 
senior curator Risto Väinölä specifically for this study (Table 2.1). 
Table 2.1 Primers used for amplification of the partial cytochrome b (cyt b) gene and HVII sequences. 
Primer Target Primer sequence (5’- 3’) Reference 
EptL_486 
H15395_pip 
ER63 
ER88 
ER intH 
 
cyt b 
cyt b 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
 
ATGAATTTGAGGAAGCTTTTCCGTAGA 
CAGCTTTGGGTGTTGATGGTGG 
CATCTGGTTCTTACTTCAGG 
CAGCTTTGGGTGTTGATGGTGG 
TGCATATGTCCTGCGACCATG 
 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Petit et al. 1999 
Petit et al. 1999 
this study 
 
 
Samples were amplified in a 20 µl volume PCR reaction mix composed of 2 µl 10  (NH4)2SO4 
Taq buffer (Fermentas), 1.2 µl MgCl2 (Fermentas), 0.2 µl of Taq DNA polymerase (0.04 units (U); 
Fermentas), 0.4 µl dNTPs, 1 µl each primer [10 pMol/µl], 12.2µl water and 2 µl of the 50 µl DNA 
extract (average DNA concentration of 17 ng). 
The PCR program begins with an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 3 minutes and the following 
steps were repeated 40 times: denaturation at 95°C for 45 seconds, annealing at 54°C for 45 seconds 
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and extension in 72°C for 1 minute. A final extension was accomplished at 72°C for 5 minutes. 
Optimal annealing temperature of 54˚C was obtained by executing the PCR optimization by 
running the PCR program with annealing temperatures of 50°C, 52°C, 54°C and 56°C with the 
same samples for comparison. 
Of the cytochrome b gene, a 719 base pairs (bp) long partial segment, covering the end part of the 
1140 bp long gene, was amplified by primers Ept_L486 and H15395_pip (Figure 2.3), since the 
whole gene  in the museum samples failed to amplify consistently in one piece. 
 
Figure 2.3 Primer locations on cytochrome b gene and control region (HVII). Ept_L486 and ER63 are 
forward and H15395_pip, ER intH, ER88 are reverse primers. 
Of the control region, HVII was amplified using two sets of primers: (i) ER63 with ER88 amplified 
an over 500 bases long sequence and (ii) a pair with ER63 and ER intH amplified a sequence of 
approximately 330 bases long (Figure 2.3). The longer over 500 bp sequence (ER63/ER88 pair) 
failed to amplify in the museum samples, but was successfully obtained from most of the fresh 
tissue samples. 
 
2.5 Electrophoresis of PCR products 
 
The PCR products were electrophoresed in 1.5 % agarose gel and the results of the run were 
checked by inspecting the gel on an ultraviolet (UV) illuminated desk. Mostly 2 µl of undiluted 
DNA extract was used in the PCR, but when the DNA failed to amplify properly (the bands were 
dim or not visible on the gel), the DNA concentration in the extracts were measured using 
Eppendorf BioPhotometer. If the concentration was considerably high, the DNA sample was diluted 
to 1:10 with water, of which 2 µl were added into the reaction mix. If the DNA concentration in the 
extracts was very low, 4 µl or 6 µl of undiluted DNA extract was used, depending on the dimness of 
the band on the gel. For keeping the total volume of the mix constant, water volume was reduced in 
the same proportion as DNA extract was added. 
Some of the samples, that were low in DNA concentration and did not amplify properly, were taken 
from the gel by hand using 50–1000 µl pipette tips. A few well amplified samples, visible on the 
UV illuminated desk, were used as a meter for finding the very dim or invisible bands. The pipette 
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tips were shortened by a few millimeters using disinfected scissors to obtain bigger pieces of the 
gel. The DNA band was collected quickly off the gel to avoid shattering of DNA caused by the UV 
light. The pipette tips containing the collected pieces of the gel were placed into Eppendorf tubes 
filled with a small quantity (50–100 μl) of water and were incubated in room temperature over 
night. The DNA acquired from the gel was re-amplified by PCR using the same primers and the 
same program to obtain a higher amount of product. The PCR results were again checked on the 
UV illuminated desk after electrophoresis. 
 
2.6 Sequencing 
 
Amplification products were prepared for sequencing in two stages: first running a sequencing 
reaction in PCR using the BigDye® Terminator v1.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems), 
and then cleaning the PCR products with Sephadex columns (Appendix D). For the sequencing 
reaction, each primer was pipetted independently in tubes in order to create separate single-stranded 
forward and reverse strands. The prepared sequencing reactions were submitted for sequencing runs 
to the Helsinki University MES-laboratory in Viikki (Biocenter 3), where they were resolved by 
capillary electrophoresis using the MegaBACE 1000 DNA Analysis System automatic sequencer. 
The sequencing results were received electronically from Viikki for further editing and use. 
 
2.7 Data analyses 
 
The forward and reverse DNA strands of both markers were cleaned and trimmed visually, and 
consensus sequences were created in Sequencher 4.8. The cytochrome b and HVII sequences were 
mostly analyzed separately since these mtDNA segments evolve at different rates (see section 3.3), 
and for cytochrome b each codon positions as well as transitions and transversions were considered 
in the analyses. In addition to the data generated in this study, previously published sequences from 
Artyushin et al. (2009) and Ruedi & Mayer (2001) were included in some of the analysis. 
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2.7.1 Pretreatment of the data 
 
Some of the sequence data of this study could represent close relatives because of the colonial 
lifestyle of the Northern Bat females and their pups during summers (Dietz et al. 2009). All 
individuals sampled from a colony have an identical location and a few of the individuals from 
museum collections had also been found from a single site. The markers, cytochrome b and HVII, 
used in this study have a resolution that fails to identify closely related individuals from each other 
and thus they have identical sequences. To avoid bias in the estimates of diversity, the inferred close 
relatives were removed from the data. Given the high overall haplotype diversity, individuals with 
identical DNA sequences from the same collection location and date were assumed to be close 
relatives, and only one individual of such groups of relatives was kept in the data. The Swedish data 
could not be operated in this way because of incomplete information of the museum specimens; 
only the collection locations were received with the tissue samples. Museum collections are formed 
over long periods of time, because collections of bats often consist of specimens found and sent by 
the public (active collection by the museum staff is prohibited by conservational reasons), and thus 
it is possible that the individuals are not related. 
In practice, initial phylogenetic trees built separately of each of the total cytochrome b and HVII 
datasets were constructed with MEGA 5 (Tamura et al. 2011) to help to discover the identical 
sequences. The assumed close relatives were excluded from all of the following analyses, except 
from intercalibration of mitochondrial markers and from the examination of the Finnish colonies. 
 
2.7.2 Phylogenetic reconstruction 
 
The genealogical history of the Northern Bat mitochondrial molecule was illustrated using the 
neighbor-joining (NJ) method, which produces a single tree of sequence relationships, and is based 
on a pairwise genetic distance matrix. It is not guaranteed that the tree represents the real genealogy, 
but simulations have shown that it obtains the correct topology quite efficiently. The NJ method 
allows the rate of molecular change to vary between branches. The tree produced is unrooted and it 
does not assume an evolutionary clock. The ingroup tree can be rooted by including an outgroup 
(Saitou & Nei 1987). 
For clearer presentation of the tree topology, trees were constructed from data that only comprised 
the distinct haplotypes, i.e. excluded any replicates of a certain sequence type. The cytochrome b 
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sequence data of the Northern Palearctic scale and HVII sequence data of the North European scale 
were collapsed to haplotypes. The trees were built separately for each marker with the NJ method 
with MEGA 5 (Tamura et al. 2011) for the number of nucleotide differences, i.e. uncorrected 
distances. 
The tree for cytochrome b data was built for a general view of within-species relationships of the 
Northern Bat, and was rooted by Serotine sequences. The HVII sequences were used to observe the 
intraspecific variation of the Northern Bat more closely. For HVII, the root of the tree was deduced 
from cytochrome b tree because of the lack of Serotine HVII sequences. 
 
2.7.3 Intercalibration of mitochondrial markers 
 
Different segments of the mitochondrial genome evolve at different rates depending on the function 
of the segment (Avise 2004). The protein coding cytochrome b gene has a relatively slow 
substitution rate because of functional constraints, whereas changes in the HVII segment of the 
control region are more frequent (Irwin et al. 1991; Sun et al. 2009). The conventionally used 
evolutionary rate of change of mammalian mtDNA is 0.01 substitutions per base pair per lineage 
per million years (μ), or 2 % sequence divergence in one million years (Myr) between pairs of 
lineages (Avise 2004), and this rate will be applied to the cytochrome b sequences, but there is no 
general estimate for the rate of nucleotide substitution of HVII that could be credibly applied to the 
Northern Bat. An estimate for the HVII rate was therefore obtained here by comparing the 
divergence estimates from the HVII and cytochrome b segments across the same data sets. 
Pairwise p-distances corrected for multiple substitutions in a nucleotide site by a Jukes-Cantor 
model (explained in detail in the next section) for each pair of individuals were first calculated 
separately for both markers. In these data sets sequences of closely related individuals were 
included in the analysis. The calculations were performed with MEGA 5 (Tamura et al. 2011). The 
entries in the two distance matrices were then compared in a regression analysis. The HVII 
distances were set as the dependent and cytochrome b distances as the independent variable. A 
linear regression forced to pass through the origin was performed with SPSS 20 to obtain an 
estimate of the ratio between the substitution rates of the two gene segments. The comparison was 
also illustrated by a scatterplot with a regression line. 
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2.7.4 Estimation of divergence time 
 
Approximate dates for events in species history can be estimated from sequence information, if the 
evolutionary rate of the molecular marker is known (Bromham & Penny 2003). As with the 
intercalibration of mitochondrial markers, a 2 %/Myr sequence divergence rate for the total bat 
mtDNA and cytochrome b was assumed here. 
Corrected values of sequences were applied for time estimation. This is because the simple 
observed or p-distance does not take into account multiple mutations occurring at the same 
nucleotide site, and therefore gives underestimates of the true amount of change. It is defined as the 
proportion of nucleotide sites at which two sequences are different       , where    is the 
number of nucleotide differences between two sequences and   is the length of the sequence (Nei & 
Kumar 2000). The longer the time since two species have been diverged from a common ancestor, 
the greater the probability that back mutation at the same nucleotide site covers the earlier 
substitution making the site appear undifferentiated, when it actually has changed. The simplest 
model to account for this is the Jukes and Cantor nucleotide-substitution model, which assumes that 
nucleotide frequencies for each base in DNA are equal and that substitution rates are equal for each 
base. Under this model a corrected estimate (JC distance) is obtained by                 ) 
(Jukes & Cantor 1969). 
The Northern Bat individuals were grouped according to the distinct biogeographical lineages. The 
average between- and within-group p-distances were calculated for the Northern Palearctic 
cytochrome b data with MEGA 5 (Tamura et al. 2011). The obtained average between- and within-
group p-distances were corrected manually with the equation above. The sequences of possibly 
closely related individuals were removed from the data, because addition of identical sequences to 
the data lowers the obtained JC distances (Hamilton 2009). For additional information and 
comparison the p-distance values from Table 3 of Artyushin et al. (2009) were also used and the 
values were transformed to JC distances. The additional sequence data retrieved from GenBank for 
this study was incomplete, because many of the sequences in GenBank from Artyushin et al. (2009) 
only comprised the beginning of the cytochrome b gene, and therefore were not directly comparable 
with the sequences of this study which were from the end part of the cytochrome b. 
The estimated time point for the divergence of the Northern Bat lineages was then calculated using 
the JC distances by              (Avise et al. 1988). The estimate represents the divergence 
time at the mtDNA sequence level, which results in earlier estimate than at the population level 
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since substitutions accumulate before the divergence at the latter level (gene tree versus species 
tree; Hamilton 2009). 
 
2.7.5 Genetic diversity and phylogeographic analyses 
 
The levels and patterns of variation of the Northern Bat mtDNA in Northern Europe were inspected 
from the HVII data at two geographical scales: North Europe as a whole (all Fennoscandia and 
Latvia), and Finland alone. Two approaches were used: building haplotype networks and estimation 
of molecular diversity indices and components within and between geographically defined sets of 
specimens. 
Haplotype networks: A haplotype network is a visual illustration of the (mutational) relationships 
between haplotypes. Unlike simple phylogenetic trees, illustrations such as haplotype networks can 
present a spider web-like mesh, which represents unclear relationships caused by back mutations for 
instance. It represents another way to inspect genealogical information within the mitochondrial 
sequence data. In a statistical parsimony analysis applied here, the program first calculates 
frequencies of the haplotypes in the sample and then builds the network based on a matrix of all 
pairwise comparisons of the haplotypes (Clement et al. 2000). By combining the network with 
geographical locations of the individuals, the geographical distribution of variation can be 
illustrated and used for inferring the biogeographic population history. 
Haplotype networks were built separately for the Northern Bat HVII data at the North European and 
Finland scale. The Finnish data were arbitrarily divided into four sections based on a south–north 
axis with approximately equal number of individuals in each section. The analyses were executed 
with TCS 1.21 (Clement et al. 2000) using the default 95 % statistical parsimony connection limit. 
Due to the presence of two strongly diverged lineages in the data, TCS produced two separate 
haplotype networks for each data set, which were not connected to each other. The networks were 
graphically finished in CorelDraw X5. The two separate networks were subsequently connected by 
a dashed line showing the smallest number of differences between the lineages. 
Components of molecular diversity: Estimates of nucleotide diversity (π), haplotype diversity (h), 
AMOVA (Analysis of Molecular Variance) and ΦST values were calculated to measure genetic 
variation and population divergence among the Northern Bat. 
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The nucleotide and haplotype diversities measure molecular variation at the nucleotide and 
haplotype (or allele) levels, respectively. Nucleotide diversity (π) is an expression of the degree of 
polymorphism, i.e. the average number of nucleotide differences per site, between sequences of two 
random individuals from the same populations. It is estimated by              , where     is the 
proportion of different nucleotides in sequences of individuals i and j, and    is the total number of 
sequence comparisons (Nei 1987). Thus, the diversity for population sample of n individuals is 
obtained as an average of the pairwise values. Nucleotide diversity can be used to compare the 
extents of polymorphism of different genes and even across species, since it should not reflect the 
length of the DNA sequence or sample size (Hamilton 2009). However, π is affected by the 
population history since it measures the degree of genetic divergence between the alleles in a 
sample (Avise 2004). 
Haplotype diversity “condenses information on the numbers and frequencies of different alleles at a 
locus” (Avise 2000). It is defined as the probability that two haplotypes randomly sampled from a 
population are not identical:        
  where xi is the frequency of the  th haplotype in a 
population (Nei 1987). The haplotype diversity does not consider the magnitude of genetic 
divergence between sampled alleles, only the number and frequencies of different observable 
variants. The loci used and species examined have an effect, but within-population nucleotide 
diversities are often in the range of 0.001–0.020 and haplotype diversities may exceed 0.5 for 
rapidly evolving mammalian mtDNA (Avise 2004). 
Nucleotide and haplotype diversities were calculated for HVII data at the North European scale for 
both lineages (European and Siberian), for each country individually (Finland, Sweden, Norway 
and Latvia) and then separately at the Finland scale. Since there are no obvious geographical 
boundaries preventing bat dispersal within Finland, it was subdivided arbitrarily to geographical 
latitudinal groups in order to examine if there are any population structure present. The genetic 
diversity calculations were executed with DnaSP 5.10 (Librado & Rozas 2009). 
The hierarchical division of diversity into intra- and inter-population components was also 
presented in an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA). AMOVA can be performed in terms of 
Wright’s F-statistics for the haplotype diversity data or their analogues, Φ-statistics, for nucleotide 
diversity. The latter was applied here; in analogy with FST, the inter-population component ΦST 
estimates the proportion of nucleotide diversity among subpopulations, relative to the total variance 
(  ). The significance of the Φ-statistics, i.e. population differentiation, was tested by a permutation 
approach (Excoffier et al. 1992). 
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In principle, AMOVA can be performed simultaneously for multiple hierarchical or nested levels of 
diversity or population structure. Here it was applied simply to single level geographical 
subdivisions, separately for the North European data set (subdivided to countries) and to the 
Finland-only data set (subdivided to arbitrary latitudinal sectors, as above; Table 2.2). This is 
justifiable in a situation where the within-Finland variation turned out to be non-significant and 
negligible (and thus should not affect the variance components in the analysis of a broader scale). 
Table 2.2 Data subdivisions of the Northern Bat individuals (I) according to the scales of North Europe and 
Finland. 
Scale Subdivision I 
Northern Europe (N = 109) 
 
 
 
Finland (N = 65) 
 
 
 
 
Finland (including Åland) 
Sweden (including Gotland) 
Norway 
Latvia 
North 
Middle 
South 
SW coast, Åland 
 
65 
24 
7 
13 
15 
16 
16 
18 
 
 
Close relatives and the Siberian lineage, because of its evidently different origin than that of the 
European lineage, were excluded from the analysis. The Siberian lineage was not examined 
separately because of the small sample size. AMOVA was executed with Arlequin 3.1 (Excoffier et 
al. 2005; testing with 1000 permutations). Pairwise population comparisons, in terms of ΦST, were 
also calculated and tested from the same data sets (Table 2.2) with Arlequin (500 permutations and 
significance level 0.05). 
The composition of individuals in the sampled five Finnish Northern Bat colonies (Figure 2.4) was 
found interesting, and an NJ tree was built of the HVII data with MEGA to illustrate the division of 
genetically different individuals in each colony. Closely related individuals were included in the 
data (listed in Appendix A). 
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Figure 2.4 Number of individuals (N) in each sampled Finnish Northern Bat colony and a map of colony 
locations in southern Finland. 
 
2.7.6 Distribution of pairwise differences and dating of demographic events 
 
Distribution of observed pairwise nucleotide site differences (or individual p-distances), i.e. 
mismatch distributions, may bear signatures of past demographic events. Particularly an instance of 
fast population growth following a bottleneck creates a wave to the histogram of pairwise 
differences. The crest of the wave represents the time since expansion in mutation units      , in 
which   is time in years and   is the substitution (mutation) rate of the entire segment of mtDNA 
under study,       , where    is the sequence length and   is the mutation rate per site. The 
resulting values can be used to estimate when the observed demographic events occurred (Rogers & 
Harpending1992). 
Mismatch distribution histograms were created separately for the North European Northern Bat 
cytochrome b and HVII data. The observed distributions were fitted with expected distributions 
generated by simulation of a population growth-decline scenario, using DnaSP 5.10 (Librado & 
Rozas 2009). The graphs obtained with DnaSP were finished into histograms with Microsoft Office 
Excel 2007. 
The dates of the demographic events were estimated from the τ represented by the mismatch peaks 
(       ). The per site substitution rates 2μ = 2 %/Myr of cytochrome b and that estimated for 
HVII in section 3.4 were then used to obtain u and the estimated dates of population expansion in 
years. 
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2.7.7 Parametric and Spearman’s rank correlations for genetic diversity and latitude 
 
Decreasing northward genetic diversity is often detected in populations which have expanded to 
north from their southern refugia, because usually only a few founder individuals dispersed from 
the source population in a series of expansions (Hewitt 1999). 
To look for such a pattern, the North European Northern Bat individuals were first arranged by the 
latitudes obtained for the location of each individual with Google maps 
(http://itouchmap.com/latlong.html; data presented in Appendix A), and then divided into five 
latitudinal groups of similar size: The first (S1) and second (S2) groups consist of the Latvian and 
southernmost Fennoscandian individuals, the third (M3) middle latitude Fennoscandian individuals 
and the fourth (N4) and fifth (N5) the northernmost Fennoscandian individuals. The group division 
is shown later on a map in the results in section 3.8 (Figure 3.8). The groups were first formed with 
DnaSP 5.10 setup, and then nucleotide and haplotype diversities were calculated for each group. 
The presence of a consistent latitudinal trend was assessed with Microsoft Office Excel 2007 using 
parametric and Spearman rank correlation coefficients between the group-wise diversity estimates 
and the mean latitude of the samples in each group. 
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3 RESULTS 
 
3.1 Sequence analyses 
 
Sequencing was successful on a total of 146 of the 151 sampled northern Palearctic Northern Bat 
individuals, and thus only from 5 individual museum specimens sequences were not obtained. All 
fresh tissue samples were successfully sequenced. The HVII sequence was obtained from 145 
individuals and cytochrome b from 92 (listed in Appendix A).  
The length of the cytochrome b fragment was trimmed to match the length of additional sequences 
of the Northern Bat and Serotine, which were obtained from GenBank (Appendix B), and thus set at 
603 bp covering approximately 55 % of the total gene length from the end part of the gene. The 
HVII sequences in turn were trimmed to a final length of 327 bases between the primers ER63 and 
intH. The sequence further downstream between primers intH and ER88 (see Figure 2.3) comprised 
a repeated sequence motif, in which the first 40 bp were CRYRTA (R = G/A, Y = C/T), and the rest 
over 100 bp consisted of CGCATA alternating with CGTGTA (data not shown). These repeats 
occurred in varying number (approximately 15–24), and thus could not be used in standard analyses 
based on unequivocal alignment. This repeat motif has been reported also in Nyctalus noctula (Petit 
et al. 1999) and in Myotis myotis, in which, as in the Northern Bat, two different forms exist: 
CGCATA (Castella et al. 2001) and CGTATA (Petri et al. 1996). 
The trimmed sequences were aligned in BioEdit version 7.0.5.3 (Hall 1999). There were no 
insertions or deletions in the aligned sequences (Appendix E). From the cytochrome b fragment 14 
different haplotypes were defined that were characterized by 24 variable sites of which most were 
transitions. Position 129 is the only exception where the most common cytosine was replaced by a 
guanine in one bat (Appendix E, Table 1). The HVII sequences collapsed into 79 haplotypes, which 
are characterized by 48 transitions and by a single transversion in position 289 in one bat (Appendix 
E, Table 2). At this position the most common bases guanine and adenine are replaced by thymine. 
The sequence data were distributed to the different embedded geographical (and systematical) 
scales in the following manner: The largest scale, the northern Palearctic, consists of 111 
cytochrome b sequences, of which 92 are from this study, and 6 Northern Bat sequences as well as 
13 Serotine sequences (outgroup species) are from GenBank. The HVII sequences were not used 
for this scale. The mid-scale, North Europe, comprises only Northern Bat sequences: 145 sequences 
of HVII and the same data from previous scale for cytochrome b (98 sequences), but without the 
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Serotine sequences. The most local scale, Finland, contains 101 HVII Northern Bat sequences 
(including one from Vyborg, Russia). These amounts of sequences were retrieved from the 
complete data before any exclusion of closely related individuals. 
 
3.2 Mitochondrial lineage history of the Northern Bat and outgroup species 
 
The mitochondrial lineage history of the northern Palearctic Northern Bat (Eptesicus nilssonii) was 
analyzed using the cytochrome b sequence data of 92 northern bats of this study as well as 6 
Northern Bats and 13 Serotines retrieved from GenBank. The Northern Bat population comprises 
two distinct lineages. In the total analyzed cytochrome b data set, a total of 14 distinct Northern Bat 
haplotypes were observed; 11 in the first lineage, and 3 in the second one (Figure 3.1). Haplotypes 
of the first lineage were present only in Europe (including Fennoscandia), and haplotypes of the 
second lineage both in Siberia (data from Artyushin et al. 2009) and Finland. Artyushin et al. 
(2009) already detected the same lineages and named them respectively as the European lineage and 
the Siberian lineage. In more detail, the Siberian lineage clade formed mixed groups of individuals 
from Finland and Russia (Figure 3.1). 
 
Figure 3.1 Neighbor-joining haplotype tree of the Northern Bat (Eptesicus nilssonii) and Serotine (E. 
serotinus) cytochrome b (cyt b) sequence data comprising of only distinct haplotypes. The numbers of 
individuals are shown in brackets whenever there are more than one individual in the haplotype; detailed 
information of the individuals belonging to each haplotype can be found in Appendix A and B. 
 
The diversity of the Serotine (E. serotinus), which was used as an outgroup, also comprised two 
lineages. The majority of the Serotine haplotypes show considerable difference from all Northern 
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Bat haplotypes, but the two westernmost haplotypes from Kaliningrad and Greece were more 
closely related to all of E. nilssonii and especially to the European lineage of the Northern Bat than 
to the five haplotypes of the more easterly E. serotinus (Figure 3.1). These Serotine groups were 
named respectively as the original mitochondrial lineage and the West European mitochondrial 
lineage by Artyushin et al. (2009). 
The same two main Northern Bat lineages were found in the North European HVII sequence data, 
which both showed generally more extensive intraspecific diversity than with cytochrome b. Of a 
total of 65 distinct Northern Bat haplotypes, observed among 119 HVII sequences, 56 haplotypes 
were of the European lineage and 9 haplotypes of the Siberian lineage (Figure 3.2). 
 
Figure 3.2 Neighbor-joining haplotype tree of Northern Bat HVII sequence data showing clusters I–V. The 
numbers of individuals in each haplotype are in brackets whenever a haplotype consist more than one 
individual. More information of the individuals in each haplotype can be found in Appendix A. 
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The HVII genealogy showed further structuring: the branches of the NJ tree could visually be 
divided into (at least) five clusters, I–V. Of these, I–IV represent the European lineage and V the 
Siberian lineage. 
 
3.3 Evolutionary rates of mitochondrial markers 
 
The regression of the mitochondrial markers was based on data of this study, which comprised 84 
sequences of the same individuals for each marker. From the regression of corrected pairwise 
differences of cytochrome b on those of HVII, the average differentiation in HVII sequences was 
found to be 3.5 times higher than in cytochrome b (unstandardized regression coefficient b = 3.46, 
P< 0.001). The two variables were significantly correlated (R = 0.902, P< 0.001), and cytochrome b 
explained 81.4 % of HVII (Figure 3.3). If the cytochrome b evolves at 2 %/Myr, then the rate of 
divergence for the HVII was estimated to be 7 % per million years. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Scatter plot for pairwise JC distances of cytochrome b and HVII (linear R
2
 = 0.704). 
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3.4 Divergence time of the Northern Bat 
 
The divergence time between lineages was estimated from the Northern Palearctic cytochrome b 
data on the basis of the 2 %/Myr mammalian rate, which was applied to JC-corrected average inter-
lineage distances. The JC-corrected distances were calculated from the cytochrome b data 
consisting of 65 Northern Bat sequences from this study as well as 6 Northern Bat sequences from 
GenBank. In addition to the distances from the end part of the cytochrome b (603 bp) alignment of 
this study, distances based on the largely non-overlapping beginning part segments and the 
complete gene varying from 726 bp to 1140 bp alignment from Artyushin et al. (2009) are shown in 
Table 3.1. Distances from the different data sets are quite similar. Within the lineages, distances of 
the European lineage are higher than those of the Siberian lineage, and the highest distances were 
found between the lineages. 
Table 3.1 Estimates of JC-corrected average inter-lineage (below diagonal) and within-lineage (diagonal) 
cytochrome b distances of the Northern Bat (European and Siberian lineage) from this study (including 
aligned sequences from Artyushin et al. 2009 and Ruedi & Mayer 2001 used in this study (Appendix B); bold 
numbers) and from the complete data of Artyushin et al. (2009; lower numbers). 
Lineage European Siberian 
European 0.003 
0.006 
 
Siberian 0.018 
0.022 
0.0009 
0.0004 
 
Divergence of Northern Bat lineages: The distance between the Siberian and European Northern 
Bat were 1.7–2.2 %, corresponding to 0.85–1.1 Mya with the standard calibration. 
 
3.5 Geographical differentiation among North European populations 
 
The subdivision of the HVII genealogy into clusters is also illustrated by the haplotype network 
consisting of 119 North European Northern Bat sequences (Figure 3.4). Clusters I and II form a 
star-phylogeny, i.e. a common haplotype, and a set of neighboring haplotypes that are separated 
from the most common one by a single mutation (Harpending et al. 1998). Clusters III, IV and V 
are not as clearly star-shaped. Each cluster in the European lineage is distinctly separated from the 
others by several mutations (steps). 
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Figure 3.4 Haplotype network and corresponding sample sites of Northern Bat individuals on the map. The 
dashed line between clusters IV and V illustrates the arbitrarily located connection between the European 
and Siberian lineages. The sizes of dots and triangles represent the relative number of individuals 
representing each haplotype in the data. The lines connecting the dots represent single mutations, and the 
small black dots are hypothetical intermediate haplotypes, which are not present in the data. The smallest 
colored dots and triangles represent a single individual, the largest dot 13 individuals, and the largest triangle 
two individuals. The numbers within dots and triangles correspond to the haplotype numbers in Figure 3.2. 
Plotting the clusters I–V on the sample map suggests an uneven geographical distribution of these 
clusters within northern Europe (Figure 3.4). Cluster I was found from all countries sampled, but 
clusters II and IV were absent in Latvia and Gotland, and cluster III was absent in Norway. The 
individuals of Siberian lineage, cluster V, are present only in Finland (including a sample from 
Vyborg) and are clustered but not restricted to south-eastern Finland. Individuals of the Siberian 
and European lineages were found at the same locality and even in the same bat colony (Joroinen: 
Savuniemi). 
The overall nucleotide diversity of the European lineage is higher than that of the Siberian lineage, 
which is represented by only a single cluster (Table 3.2). The haplotype diversity values were 
similar in both lineages. 
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Table 3.2 Overall nucleotide diversity (π) and haplotype diversity (h) estimates for the Northern Bat 
European lineage and Siberian lineage HVII data, and the number of sequences analyzed in each cluster 
(N). 
Lineage π h N 
European 
Siberian 
 
0.019 
0.009 
 
0.966 
0.978 
 
109 
10 
 
 
AMOVA suggests statistically significant differentiation among countries (ΦST = 0.07) in the 
European lineage (N = 109). 
In pairwise ΦST’s, differences of the values in comparisons between Finland, Norway and Latvia 
were relatively high and significant (Table 3.3), whereas the comparisons with Sweden were low 
and non-significant. The Siberian lineage was removed because of the high sequence divergence 
between the lineages. 
Table 3.3 Pairwise ΦST’s of the HVII data that was grouped by country for the Northern Bat European 
lineage. Statistically significant values are marked with an asterisk. 
Country Finland (N = 65) Norway (N = 7) Latvia (N = 13) 
Norway 
Latvia 
Sweden (N = 24) 
 
0.12* 
0.12* 
0.03 
 
 
0.18* 
0.04 
 
 
 
0.02 
 
*P-value <0.05 
In further examination of within countries diversity, the nucleotide and haplotype diversities were 
the highest for the population in Sweden (Table 3.4). Nucleotide diversities were of middle level in 
Finland and Norway, and the lowest in Latvia. The haplotype diversity in Finland was nearly equal 
with that of Sweden, middle scale in Latvia and the lowest in Norway. The Siberian lineage was 
again excluded from the data. 
Table 3.4 Within country nucleotide and haplotype diversities for the European lineage data, and the number 
of individuals (I) in each country. 
Country π h I 
Finland 
Norway 
Latvia 
Sweden 
 
0.01766 
0.01718 
0.01451 
0.02183 
 
0.956 
0.857 
0.910 
0.957 
 
65 
7 
13 
24 
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3.6 Signatures of past demographic events 
 
The demographic event estimation was based on HVII (N = 119) and cytochrome b data of this 
study (N = 65, of which 59 in the European and 6 in the Siberian lineage) and from GenBank (N = 
6, of which 2 in the European and 4 in the Siberian lineage). The mismatch distributions, 
constructed separately for the European and Siberian lineages on the North European scale, showed 
similar patterns for both mitochondrial lineages whether they were based on the cytochrome b or 
HVII data. The European lineage has two peaks, and the Siberian lineage has a single peak (Figure 
3.5). 
Cyt b European lineage (N = 61)  Cyt b Siberian lineage (N = 10) 
τ = 0.969    τ = 0.778 
 
HVII European lineage (N = 109)  HVII Siberian lineage (N = 10) 
τ = 3.892    τ = 2.844 
 
Figure 3.5 Mismatch distributions of the Northern Bat mitochondrial lineages for both markers. The bars 
represent observed values and the line represents expected values of the sudden expansion model, 
estimated by DnaSP. 
Consequently, the distributions of the European lineage fitted poorly to the simple expansion 
model, which predicted a single peak for a sudden expansion situation, as well as with cytochrome 
b the Siberian lineage, in which the model predicted a reduction in population size (L-shaped 
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curve). For the two-peak distributions of both markers and the one-peak distribution of cytochrome 
b distribution, the time of expansion was simply estimated from the observed peak; the rate 
estimates from section 3.3 were used here. The estimates are shown in Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7 Estimates of the time of population expansions in the Northern Bat European lineage (Eur 1 and 2) 
and Siberian lineage (Sib) based on the approximate value of τ. 
 
marker 
 
rate 2μ 
(Myr) 
 
length nc 
(bp) 
 
rate 2u = 
2μ*nc 
(Myr) 
 τ (observed crest)  t = τ/2u [Myr] 
Eur 1 Eur 2 Sib Eur1 Eur2 Sib 
cyt b 
HVII 
 
0.02 
0.07 
 
603 
327 
 
12.06 
22.89 
 
 
0 
2 
 
2 
8 
 
1 
2.8 
 
 
0.00 
0.09 
 
0.17 
0.35 
 
0.08 
0.12 
 
 
The time estimates suggest that the population expansions occurred in the Holocene to Middle 
Pleistocene (0.0–0.781 Mya; Cohen et al. 2013). 
 
3.7 Genetic variation in the Finnish Northern Bat population 
 
Individuals from the four arbitrarily defined latitudinal subdivisions within Finland (color-coded on 
the map, Figure 3.6) seem to be similarly divided among a few clusters of the haplotype network. 
However, the haplotypes of the Siberian lineage are found mostly in central Finland (green and 
orange) and less in northern Finland (red), but are absent in the southernmost Finland and Åland 
(grey). 
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Figure 3.6 HVII haplotype network and sample sites of Finnish Northern Bats. European lineage comprises 
36 distinct haplotypes (from N = 65 individuals) and Siberian lineage 9 haplotypes (from N = 10). The 
orientation of the dashed lines is arbitrary, but the number of individuals in each section is nearly equal. 
Respectively, nucleotide and haplotype diversity estimates for the geographical groups were high 
and similar between the groups (Table 3.5) with an average of 0.018 and 0.956 of the total data 
(European lineage data only). These values are also similar to that of the European lineage at the 
north European scale (π = 0.019 and h = 0.966). The Siberian lineage was not included for reasons 
explained above, and diversities within that lineage were presented in the previous section. 
Table 3.5 Nucleotide diversity (π) and haplotype diversity (h) estimates and group sizes (I) for geographical 
subdivisions of the Finnish Northern Bat European lineage data (N = 65). 
Group π h I 
North (red) 
Middle (green) 
South (orange) 
SW coast and Åland (grey) 
 
0.016 
0.018 
0.019 
0.018 
 
0.952 
0.942 
0.975 
0.980 
 
15 
16 
16 
18 
 
 
AMOVA on nucleotide diversity for the European lineage revealed no appreciable differentiation 
among the subdivisions in Finland (ΦST = -0.002). Also none of the pairwise ΦST estimates were 
significant and only a single value was positive, i.e. SW coast vs. Middle Finland (Table 3.6). This 
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analysis again excluded the Siberian lineage, which distribution however appeared uneven within 
the country (Figure 3.6). 
Table 3.6 Pairwise ΦST’s for geographical subdivisions of the Finnish Northern Bat HVII data (European 
lineage only, N = 65). None of the values were statistically significant. 
Area SW coast, Åland 
(grey) 
South Finland 
(orange) 
Middle Finland 
(green) 
South Finland (orange) 
Middle Finland (green) 
North Finland (red) 
 
-0.0235 
0.0480 
-0.0059 
 
 
-0.0054 
-0.0338 
 
 
 
-0.0047 
 
 
A part of the Finnish data was sampled from five different colonies, of which the colonies of 
Joroinen turned out to be of special interest. The colony of Savuniemi consisted of individuals 
belonging to both the European and Siberian lineage, and the colony of Kerisalonsaari consisted of 
only Siberian lineage individuals (Figure 3.7). All the other colonies comprised merely European 
lineage individuals. 
 
Figure 3.7 The number of individuals in colonies according to the lineage they belong to, the total number of 
individuals in each colony (I), and a haplotype tree of the HVII data, in which close relatives were included. 
 
3.8 Correlation between genetic diversity and latitude 
 
The correlation was based on the HVII data of 109 sequences of this study; the Siberian lineage was 
excluded from the analysis. The nucleotide diversity values of the European lineage Northern Bats 
show an apparent south to north reduction (Figure 3.8) for the North European transect, but the 
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trend for the haplotype diversity is less clear. The correlation between nucleotide diversity and 
group average latitude was r = -0.91 (d.f. = 3, P< 0.05, two tailed; Spearman ρ = -1), and for 
haplotype diversity the values were also negative but not significant (r = -0.61, d.f. = 3, P> 0.05, ρ 
= -0.60). 
 
Figure 3.8 Nucleotide diversity (π) and haplotype diversity (h) values, the number of individuals (I) and 
average latitude (lat (  )) in five latitudinal groups of the European lineage only Northern Bat HVII data (N = 
109). 
 
4 DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Mitochondrial DNA diversity of the Northern Bat in the northern Palearctic and Finland 
 
Also in this study, the northern Palearctic Northern Bat (Eptesicus nilssonii) population, examined 
in three different geographical scales, was confirmed to contain two separate and relatively deeply 
diverged mitochondrial lineages, the European and Siberian lineages. The European lineage shares 
similar sequences with the Serotine (E. serotinus) as a result of ancient introgression, and has 
considerable mtDNA diversity, which was observed as four clusters that were unevenly distributed 
geographically in the Northern Europe. The Siberian lineage formed the fifth cluster and was 
located only in Finland (and Vyborg, Russia) in the data of this study. The clusters of the European 
lineage were observed to have an even geographical distribution within the Finnish population, 
whereas the occurrence of the Siberian lineage was more localized. 
At the northern Palearctic scale the European and Siberian lineages of the Northern Bat were mostly 
distributed to the different but partially overlapping geographical locations by which the lineages 
were named. Similar geographical patterns of intraspecific division in mitochondrial lineages of the 
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northern Palearctic bats have been discovered at least in Steppe Whiskered Bat (Myotis aurascens), 
in which the lineages were confined in Europe and Asia, and among Common Pipistrelle 
(Pipistrellus pipistrellus), in which the lineages were found in Central Europe and Caucasus, by 
using the mitochondrial sequences of the cytochrome oxidase I (COI; Kruskop et al. 2012). From 
the cytochrome b sequence data of the Northern Bat, the European and Siberian lineages were 
estimated to diverge in the Early to Middle Pleistocene, which occurred 2.588–0.126 million years 
ago (Cohen et al. 2013). With other mammalian species, most of the intraspecific mitochondrial 
lineages studied under the 2 %/Myr molecular clock were also diverged during the Pleistocene 
epoch (Avise et al.1998), even though the intraspecific lineages in two of the three bat species 
included in the review were later discovered to represent cryptic species (Wilmer et al. 1994; Barrat 
et al. 1997). 
Although the division between the Northern Bat lineages is very distinct, the amount of difference 
(~ 2 %) between the lineages most likely reflects conspecific populations that are capable of 
interbreeding (Bradley & Baker 2001). Low levels (under 3 %) of divergence have been detected as 
interpopulation variation also among many other bat species (Hulva et al. 2004; Ibáñez et al. 2006; 
Bogdanowicz et al. 2009). Furthermore, Kruskop et al. (2012) did not find any detectable different 
morphological characters between the Northern Bat lineages. 
At the North European scale, the Northern Bat HVII sequence data revealed that the European and 
Siberian lineages have distinct genetic characters. The European lineage comprised considerably 
high nucleotide and haplotype diversities. These high diversities are a signature that the 
mitochondria of the samples are from historically different populations (Avise 2000), and thus 
reflect the presence of the four clusters discovered within the European lineage. The distinction of 
the European lineage clusters by multiple mutations and the nucleotide and haplotype diversities 
already discussed also imply that these clusters represent historically sundered populations. In other 
European bat species (e.g. Ruedi & Castella 2003; Berthier et al. 2006; Bogdanowicz et al. 2009; 
Rebelo et al. 2012), which have clusters that were formed in separate refugia, the haplotype 
networks look similar to those that I obtained from my data. The Northern Bat cluster III was 
different from the others by having multiple steps between it and the cluster II, and between most of 
the different haplotypes within the cluster (Figure 3.4), thus presumably indicating that this cluster 
has a mixture of haplotypes formed in different ancient refugia. 
On the contrary, the HVII sequences of the Siberian lineage formed a single cluster and had a 
nucleotide diversity value much lower than that in the European lineage. Combining this with the 
information of high haplotype diversity suggests that the Siberian lineage experienced a rapid 
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population growth from a small ancestral population size (Avise 2000), which however is not 
confirmed by the haplotype network, because star-phylogeny was not detected in the cluster V, 
which is likely due to a small sample size. Nevertheless, a single cluster origin is highly likely 
since, according to the haplotype NJ tree of the cytochrome b data, individuals of the Siberian 
lineage from East Russia, do not differ considerably by their mtDNA from the Finnish and west 
Russian Northern Bats although the distance between them is up to 5000 kilometers. The contrast 
between the European and Siberian lineage was also visible in the within-lineage JC distances, of 
which the European lineage distances were somewhat higher than that of the Siberian lineage. 
Continuing at the North European scale, the mismatch distributions of both markers formed peaks 
in the histograms, two separate in the European lineage and one in the Siberian lineage. These 
waves might indicate that there have been events of rapid population growth, fast recoveries from 
bottlenecks. The star-phylogeny visible in the clusters of the European lineage haplotype network 
(Figure 3.4) is also an indication of population expansion. Steep sides of each wave signify that the 
original populations were small (Rogers & Harpending 1992). These small populations probably 
formed when, respectively, the European lineage and Siberian lineage populations were forced to 
isolate into multiple and single refugial subpopulations during glacials. 
The dates of the population expansions were estimated from the data of both markers, and they 
suggest that these expansions happened between the Holocene and Middle Pleistocene epochs, 
which seem reasonable. For cytochrome b, the expansion of the left peak of the European lineage 
was not possible to estimate, because the result was zero. This was probably due to the inadequate 
resolution of cytochrome b to detect such recent events (Avise 2004). The intercalibration was done 
to obtain the rate of substitution for the HVII, and the time estimates were expected to result as 
nearly equal since the peaks were similar between the markers, but much older estimates were 
obtained for HVII. This suggests that the calibration was not completely successful, and it will be 
discussed thoroughly later. The estimates obtained for cytochrome b were then considered as more 
reliable and new estimates as close as possible to those of cytochrome b were calculated for HVII 
using a substitution rate of 12 %, and the results were 0.05 for the left peak, 0.20 for the right peak 
of the European lineage and 0.07 Mya for the peak of the Siberian lineage. These estimates are very 
inexact, thus no conclusions will be made about the climatic circumstances during the population 
expansion events. 
At the final and smallest scale in Finland, the Northern Bat population was surprisingly different 
from that of the other countries from which HVII data was obtained: individuals with the Siberian 
lineage haplotypes were found only in Finland in contrast to the European lineage that inhabited 
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each of the sampled North European countries. The Finnish sample included only 17 Siberian 
lineage individuals as opposed to the 84 European lineage individuals (closely related individuals 
included in both data), thus, the Siberian lineage is rarer in Finland than the European lineage. 
Rarity of the Siberian lineage could result from a slow migration rate to Finland or from a change 
into European lineage due to mating of Siberian lineage males and European lineage females. This 
hypothesis is quite probable since Northern Bat males are the more dispersal sex of the species 
(Dietz et al. 2009). 
The European lineage in Finland contains a lot of variation, similar in magnitude to that of the 
North European scale, but the variation in Finland was not geographically structured. The high 
diversity in the European lineage resulted from the clusters found at the North European scale. 
These clusters seem to have been formed before the recolonization of Fennoscandia, since 
individuals belonging to each cluster are quite evenly distributed in Finland. Furthermore, there are 
no obvious geographical boundaries in Finland that could have caused the formation of a 
subdivision to the present Finnish European lineage Northern Bat population. Thus, the HVII 
reflects the Middle and Late Pleistocene population structure already found from the European scale 
data. 
The relatively low nucleotide and haplotype diversities of the Siberian lineage were already 
reported at the North European scale, and the sample size was too small and partly clustered so that 
testing for geographical structure in the genetic variation was not meaningful. However, by 
examining the sample location map (see Figure 3.6), the Siberian lineage can be seen to be clustered 
by most individuals to southeastern Finland. The concentration of the southeast resulted in larger 
amounts of samples collected in those areas. The composition of individuals in a village of Joroinen 
was interesting, since all the other colonies sampled in Finland consisted of individuals belonging 
only to the European lineage. In Joroinen, two closely located (~15 km apart) colonies were 
sampled in locations of Savuniemi and Kerisalonsaari. The colony of Kerisalonsaari comprised only 
individuals of the Siberian lineage but the colony of Savuniemi comprised individuals of both 
lineages, a most probable indication that the lineages intermix. 
 
4.2 Refugia and post-glacial colonization routes 
 
The northern Palearctic Northern Bats seem to have been occupying several different refugia during 
the glacials. The clusters I–V discovered from the North European Northern Bat HVII data 
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plausibly were formed as a result of population fragmentation into refugia during glacial advances. 
The clusters I–IV and V were in distinct geographical locations for so long that deeply diverged 
lineages, the European and Siberian respectively, were formed. The lineages likely retained separate 
from their divergence to the end of the last glaciation, since during glacials large areas would have 
been uninhabitable for bats, and the mountains and deserts of the Middle East reinforced the barrier 
(Hewitt 1996). 
The Siberian lineage presumably inhabited eastern Russia, Kazakhstan, Mongolia and northernmost 
China as a single population during full-glacial conditions, since the lineage was found to form only 
one cluster. On the contrary, the European lineage consists of a few clusters that formed during 
glacials presumably in the three major European refugia, of which the Apennines Peninsula was 
likely occupied during glacials, since the contemporary range of the Northern Bat reaches to North 
Italy, south of the Alps. However, it does not reach the two other major refugia, the Balkans and 
Iberia (Wilson & Reeder 2005). Bennett et al. (1991) identified the western Balkan peninsula as the 
most important refugium for forests, so it is probable that Northern Bats occupied it during the 
Pleistocene and fossil findings could confirm their residence. 
Serotine individuals of the West European lineage carrying the Northern Bat mitotypes existing in 
Iberia and Balkans (Figure 4.1) could indicate glacial residence of Northern Bats in those refugia, 
but this is not exclusionary evidence, since it is not certain how and where the introgression 
between the species took place. Juste et al. (2013) hypothesized that the West European Serotines 
captured Northern Bat mtDNA by migrating from Middle East to a new area in the West, which 
was already occupied by the resident Northern Bat. This Serotine migration resulted in a Northern 
Bat mitotype for all West European Serotines, but the scenario should be confirmed by further 
research. With additional HVII sequence data from the southern range it might be possible to 
deduce which Northern Bat cluster originated from the Apennines refugium, but the other two 
refugia not with total certainty. In Myotis, Bogdanowicz et al. (2009) found that Mouse-Eared Bats 
have apparently moved long distances (even from Iberia to the Balkans) so that within a refugium 
more than one haplogroups, which have originated in different refugia, are found. This might have 
happened in the Northern Bat also adding uncertainty to the evaluation of the source refugia of the 
clusters. Thus, as Taberlet et al. (1998) stated, “molecular genetics based on polymorphism present 
in extant organisms cannot by itself localize refugia with precision.” 
The estimation of post-glacial colonization routes from the mtDNA of extant individuals is also a 
challenge without comprehensive data from the southern areas of the Northern Bat’s range, but 
possible to a certain degree by combining the available genetic information with geographical 
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locations of the individuals sampled. When an individual belonging to a certain cluster is found 
from a certain location, it is assumed that it is a “footprint” that the individuals of that cluster have 
left to the genomes of their progeny on the path the individuals of that cluster have passed. The path 
of recolonization of the Siberian lineage seems to have been quite simple, since this lineage only 
consisted of a single cluster, but the European lineage clusters presumably formed in more than one 
refugia also resulting to multiple colonization routes. A trend of reduction from south to north in 
genetic diversity is considered as a signature of migration from a source population (refugium) 
towards north (Hewitt 1996). In the Northern Bat European lineage the northwards reduction was 
not observed in the haplotype diversity values, but in the nucleotide diversity the trend was distinct. 
The correlation between genetic diversity and latitude has been detected also in other bat species, 
such as Myotis myotis (π, western colonies only; Ruedi & Castella 2003) and Nyctalus noctula (in 
haplotype diversity, but not π; Petit et al. 1999). In the Northern Bat the not very great, although 
significant, difference between the nucleotide diversity and non-existent difference in the haplotype 
diversity of latitudinally organized groups might have resulted from a relatively slow recolonization 
rate (Hewitt 1999). That multiple clusters from presumably different refugia are found in 
Fennoscandia also suggest a slow rate, thus, several clusters spread north simultaneously as 
opposed to one fast moving cluster (Hewitt 1996). 
The results of this study suggest that the clusters of the European lineage arrived in Fennoscandia 
along at least three different pathways based on the pattern how individuals belonging to certain 
clusters are located in Figure 3.4: (i) The European lineage clusters II and IV both arrived via single 
routes from the south, (ii) clusters I and III by dichotomous routes also from the south, and (iii) the 
Siberian lineage cluster V from the east using a single path (Figure 4.1). The dichotomous routes of 
clusters I and III were: the Baltic countries, i.e. eastern route, and Denmark/Sweden, i.e. western 
route. It seems that these clusters originated from a single refugium, split prior to their arrival to 
Fennoscandia (Figure 4.1), based on the observation that  in Latvia only these clusters were present, 
which suggests that they passed through that country, and individuals belonging to these clusters 
were also represented in all of the Fennoscandian countries (Finland, Sweden and Norway). Since 
clusters II and IV were not found in Latvia, they seem to have arrived to Fennoscandia only through 
the Denmark/Sweden pathway. The eastern and western routes have been recognized in other 
studies of different taxa, such as brown bear, oaks and newt Triturus cristatus (Hewitt 1999 and 
references therein). As already discussed, no conclusions can be drawn from which refugia each of 
the clusters originated from, since the Northern Bat’s range does not reach the Balkans and Iberia 
and I have no data from the area of the Alps. Cluster V of the Siberian lineage was found only in 
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Finland (this study) and Russia (Artyushin et al. 2009; Kruskop et al. 2012) suggesting it is 
recolonizing Fennoscandia and perhaps central Europe from the east. 
 
Figure 4.1 A scenario of the post-glacial colonization routes of the Northern Bat lineages. Color codes of the 
clusters refer to Figures 3.2 and 3.4. The arrow representing cluster V, the Siberian lineage, is based on data 
of Artyushin et al. (2009) and Kruskop et al. (2012) outside Finland. Dashed lines depict assumed routes; 
there are no data to confirm them. Locations of Serotine individuals of the West European lineage carrying 
the Northern Bat mitotype (after Artyushin et al. 2009) are marked as solid dots. Tinted areas illustrate 
mountains, and the elevation increases with darker color. 
In further examination of the European lineage HVII data in Fennoscandia and Latvia, the values 
compared in pairwise ΦST’s differed most and were significant between Finland, Norway and 
Latvia, whereas the results from comparing these countries with Sweden were the lowest and non-
significant, which could have resulted from two different scenarios: Either the European lineage 
clusters have been mixing in the area of Sweden after recolonization, or Sweden was colonized first 
and the other clusters were diverged from the Swedish population. The former scenario seems more 
probable, because in Sweden the within countries nucleotide and haplotype diversities were the 
highest of all sampled countries, and in many species previously allopatric populations arrived via 
both western and eastern recolonization routes and encountered in Sweden where the populations 
were characterized by high genetic diversity (e.g. Hewitt 1999). This encounter of different 
populations is called a contact zone (Provan & Bennett 2008). Contact zones in Sweden have been 
described, for instance, for Field Vole (Microtus agrestis; Jaarola & Tegelström 1995), Brown Bear 
(Ursus arctos; Taberlet & Bouvet 1994) and Moor Frog (Rana arvalis; Knopp & Merilä 2009). It 
must be brought to attention that when both the European and Siberian lineages are examined 
simultaneously, the highest genetic diversity is found in Finland where individuals representing 
each lineage are mixed indicating the secondary contact of the major maternal lineages. 
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The Northern Bat Siberian lineage seems to have colonized Fennoscandia, and particularly Finland, 
only from the east, Russia (Figure 4.1). It was not possible to examine if there is gradual decrease of 
genetic variation in the Siberian lineage, because the Russian Northern Bat data lacked HVII 
sequences and the sample size of additional cytochrome b sequences from Russia was very small. 
The Siberian lineage has not yet been observed in the west of Finland (this study) or far west from 
the western border of Russia in continental Europe, and the European lineage has not been observed 
in east further from the western border of Russia (Artyushin et al. 2009; Kruskop et al. 2012). The 
limited longitudinal spread of the lineages might result from elimination by competition when 
individuals of one lineage already occupied the space they reside and prevent the bats of the other 
lineage from spreading to new areas (Taberlet et al. 1998). 
 
4.3 Evaluation of mitochondrial DNA markers used in this study 
 
On a broad scale, with all or most of the data included, the two markers employed were appropriate 
tools for the study. The NJ tree topologies I obtained by both markers were consistent with those in 
previous studies, such as Ibáñez et al. (2006), Artyushin et al. (2009) and Kruskop et al. (2012), 
who, respectively, used the mitochondrial sequences of NADH dehydrogenase subunit I (ND1), 
cytochrome b and cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI), and excluded the possibility of nuclear 
pseudogenes (Bensasson et al. 2001). However, some difficulties were encountered and will be 
discussed below. 
From the mismatch distributions of the Northern Bat data, population expansion events were 
identified and the dates of these events were estimated for the two markers, HVII and cytochrome b. 
The different markers produced different estimates suggesting that the intercalibration was faulty. 
Cytochrome b and HVII evolve at different rates, and the assumed rate of cytochrome b (2 %/Myr) 
was used secondarily to assess the rate of HVII. The estimates for the Northern Bat population 
expansion times resulted with nearly twice as old estimates for HVII than for cytochrome b. Thus, 
an approximately 12 % HVII substitution rate would have been more suitable. In the noctule bat 
(Nyctalus noctula), Petit et al. (1999) estimated the rate of HVII as 6.3–25.2 %/Myr, which is even 
twice as much as the 12 % of the Northern Bat. The considerable difference between the 
cytochrome b and HVII time estimates in this study suggests that the regression did not measure the 
rate difference properly, since the line depicting dependence between the pairwise distance values 
of cytochrome b and HVII  was linear, whereas it more likely might be curvilinear (see Figure 3.3). 
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In addition, the assumed rate of cytochrome b for the Northern Bat might also be inaccurate. 
Calibrations that were estimated using the fossil record for cytochrome b at least in two other 
vespertilionid bat groups resulted with a higher rate than the conventional 2 %/Myr. In long-eared 
bats (Plecotus) the rate was estimated as 3.5 % (Juste et al. 2004) and in the mouse-eared bats 
(Myotis) as 4.8 % (maximum likelihood corrected; Ruedi & Mayer 2001). Thus, the time estimate 
for the divergence of the Northern Bat lineages could be somewhat wrong. Although the genus 
Eptesicus has been examined quite extensively in the recent years (Artyushin et al. 2009; Kruskop 
et al. 2012; Juste et al. 2013), clock calibrations were not estimated for the mitochondrial markers 
used by these authors. Juste et al. (2013) studied the genus Eptesicus also by analyzing the nuclear 
DNA, and interestingly the introgression of the Northern Bat and Serotine did not show in the 
phylogenetic tree constructed of the data. A single marker (mtDNA in this case) by itself does not 
carry all the information of this species’ history, and thus more evidence should be collected by 
using other independent molecular markers (Ballard & Whitlock 2004). 
Choosing a correct marker is emphasized when considering the timescale under examination. A 
comprehensive sample of the Finnish Northern Bat population (mainly European lineage) was 
collected to examine possible population structure in that area, but the HVII marker failed to 
observe any structure that might have been formed after the colonization of Fennoscandia and 
reflected the ancient cluster structure that had formed during the Pleistocene epoch. This result 
confirmed that the variation in the Northern Bat European lineage was of ancient origin, but for 
studying the post-recolonization Finnish population a more highly variable marker, such as 
microsatellites, would have been more appropriate. 
 
4.4 Prospects for future studies 
 
The results of this study raised many further questions regarding the Northern Bat. It would be 
interesting to study the European and Russian populations further by mtDNA markers for obtaining 
a more comprehensive view of the European and Siberian lineage clusters in terms of refugia and 
the northward decrease of genetic diversity. Further sampling from central and north Sweden could 
also reveal if the Siberian lineage is spreading west. Comprehensive sampling from west Russia, 
close to the border of Finland and the Baltic countries, could confirm if the contact zone of the 
lineages is in East Europe close to the border of Russia (Artyushin et al. 2009; Kruskop et al. 2012) 
and reveal the width of the contact zone.  
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Additional studies of the Finnish Northern Bats could reveal if there are more colonies like 
Savuniemi that consist of both Northern Bat lineages, and if interbreeding is the reason why the 
Siberian lineage is so rare in Finland. Testing a marker mediated by Northern Bat males or both 
sexes would also be of great interest because these might give a different view of the species’ 
history. This thesis studied the Northern Bats by a female-mediated marker, but the sexes of this 
species have different life styles: Female juveniles and adults return every summer to the colony 
they were born in, but, in autumn when nursery colonies disperse, juvenile males leave to live a 
solitary life and disperse more effectively (Dietz et al. 2009).  Thus, from a male perspective the 
Northern Bat population could be structured differently or it could be a coherent single population. 
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Northern Bat is a phylogeographically unique bat species. Currently, it has the northernmost as 
well as the most comprehensive distribution in Fennoscandia of all the North European bat species, 
and its population consists of two distinct mitochondrial lineages, which have formed between the 
Early and Middle Pleistocene epochs in separate geographical locations. Nowadays, the individuals 
of these lineages most likely interbreed at the locations of secondary contact and as 
characterizations of the bat’s morphology seem not to be able to tell these lineages apart,  no 
changes to the species nomenclature is needed. The genetic variation of the European lineage was 
found to be high, reflecting population division into separate glacial refugia. On the contrary, in the 
Siberian lineage genetic variation was relatively low and it formed a single cluster indicating that it 
remained as a coherent population during glaciations. Sweden seems to be a contact zone for the 
European lineage clusters, and Finland is the contact zone for the European and Siberian lineages. 
In general, the Pleistocene conditions had a substantial effect on the Northern Bats by splitting the 
population into smaller, temporarily isolated groups. Although the time estimates obtained here 
were not very accurate and are not completely reliable without further studies, the timescale, 
however, suggests that the events in the Northern Bat population history are ancient rather than 
recent. Furthermore, the history revealed here is from a genome, which has a female-mediated 
inheritance and thus male-restricted or biparental genes might show a different kind of history due 
to the different lifestyles of the two sexes. The two markers used in this study made it possible to 
examine of the Northern Bat population in slightly different resolutions, which enabled comparison 
between the markers and also preliminary characterization of the HVII for the future use on the 
Northern Bat. 
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8 APPENDICES 
 
APPENDIX A 
List of Northern Bat (Eptesicus nilssonii) samples (sorted by country: Fin, Finland; Lat, Latvia; Nor, Norway; 
Swe, Sweden), collection locations, haplotypes, museums (MZH, Finnish Museum of Natural History; ZMUO, 
Zoological Museum of the University of Oulu; LUA, Latvia University of Agriculture; RMZ, Helgeland 
Museum; NRM, Swedish Museum of Natural History), markers (cyt b, cytochrome b; HVII, hypervariable 
segment II), mtDNA lineages (EUR, European lineage; SIB, Siberian lineage) and latitudes of the sample 
locations for the samples used in this study. 
Sample 
code 
Location Haplotype Museum Marker Lineage Latitude 
Fin001 
Fin002 
Fin003 
Fin004 
Fin005 
Fin006 
Fin007 
Fin008 
Fin009 
Fin010 
Fin011 
Fin012 
Fin013 
Fin014 
Fin015 
Fin016 
Fin017 
Fin018 
Fin019 
Fin020 
Fin021 
Fin022 
Fin023 
Fin024 
Fin025 
Fin026 
Fin027 
Fin028 
Fin029 
Fin030 
Fin031 
Fin032 
Fin033 
 
Åland 
Åland 
Åland 
Åland 
Åland 
Åland 
Vantaa 
Porvoo 
Ruokolahti 
Dragsfjärd 
Hanko 
Urjala 
Miehikkälä 
Asikkala 
Savitaipale 
Eura 
Myrskylä 
Jämsä 
Västanfjärd 
Tampere 
Anjalankoski 
Ruovesi 
Hankasalmi 
Renko 
Ilomantsi 
Lappajärvi 
Rantasalmi 
Joensuu 
Nilsiä 
Pietarsaari 
Vyborg 
Kristinestad 
Hogland 
 
HP2/HP56 
HP70 
HP64 
HP28 
HP47 
HP45 
HP1/HP45 
HP13/HP72 
HP3/HP47 
HP2/HP39 
HP8/HP63 
HP8/HP62 
HP6/HP36 
HP8/HP33 
HP8/HP66 
HP8/HP64 
HP2/HP47 
HP5/HP51 
HP2/HP46 
HP8/HP66 
HP3 
HP8/HP16 
HP7/HP24 
HP8/HP16 
HP64 
HP8/HP64 
HP3/HP48 
HP3/HP47 
HP4/HP44 
HP49 
HP74 
HP8/HP29 
HP42 
 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
SIB 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
SIB 
EUR 
EUR 
 
60.254986 
60.139545 
60.17508 
60.229926 
60.17508 
60.17508 
60.342883 
 
61.2863 
60.021297 
59.828346 
61.080306 
60.652024 
61.29915 
61.197533 
61.12958 
60.669722 
61.86242 
60.049948 
61.470222 
 
61.951997 
62.389441 
60.893689 
62.667885 
63.252577 
62.038334 
62.60109 
63.050566 
63.674244 
 
62.273935 
60.056884 
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Appendix A continues. 
Sample 
code 
Location Haplotype Museum Marker Lineage Latitude 
Fin026 
Fin027 
Fin028 
Fin029 
Fin030 
Fin031 
Fin032 
Fin033 
Fin034 
Fin035 
Fin036 
Fin037 
Fin038 
Fin039 
Fin040 
Fin041
a
 
Fin042
b
 
Fin043
a
 
Fin044
b
 
Fin045
a
 
Fin046
b
 
Fin047
b
 
Fin048
b
 
Fin049
a
 
Fin050
a
 
Fin051
a
 
Fin052
b
 
Fin053 
Fin054 
Fin055 
Fin056 
Fin057 
Fin058 
Fin059 
Fin060 
Fin061 
Fin062 
Fin063 
Fin064 
Fin065 
Fin066 
Fin067 
 
Lappajärvi 
Rantasalmi 
Joensuu 
Nilsiä 
Pietarsaari 
Vyborg 
Kristinestad 
Hogland 
Hirvensalmi 
Hanko 
Varkaus 
Salo 
Nauvo 
Nauvo 
Rauma 
Savuniemi 
Kerisalonsaari 
Savuniemi 
Kerisalonsaari 
Savuniemi  
Kerisalonsaari 
Kerisalonsaari 
Kerisalonsaari 
Savuniemi 
Savuniemi 
Savuniemi 
Kerisalonsaari 
Espoo 
Kirkkonummi 
Haukipudas 
Ylikiiminki 
Haukipudas 
Haukipudas 
Muhos 
Tervo 
Simo 
Kiuruvesi 
Muhos 
Oulu 
Pudasjärvi 
Kajaani 
Oulu 
 
HP8/HP64 
HP3/HP48 
HP3/HP47 
HP4/HP44 
HP49 
HP74 
HP8/HP29 
HP42 
HP3/ HP47 
HP8/HP16 
HP59 
HP53 
HP20 
HP2/HP46 
HP14/HP78 
HP13/HP71 
HP12 (cyt b) 
HP2/HP47 
 
HP13/HP79 
 
 
 
HP13/HP74 
 
 
HP73 (HVII) 
HP6/HP36 
HP8/HP23 
HP16 
HP2/HP50 
HP25 
HP16 
HP40 
HP14/HP76 
HP25 
HP47 
HP49 
HP64 
HP47 
HP77 
HP41 
 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
MZH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
SIB 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
EUR 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
SIB 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
SIB 
EUR 
 
63.252577 
62.038334 
62.60109 
63.050566 
63.674244 
 
62.273935 
60.056884 
61.604012 
59.828346 
62.31423 
60.344516  
60.148389 
60.192716 
 
 
 
62.16314 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
60.13594 
59.987545 
65.176281 
65.028614 
65.176281 
65.176281 
64.807538 
 
65.658365 
63.653802 
64.790544 
65.027246 
65.361853 
 
64.984005 
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Appendix A continues. 
Sample 
code 
Location Haplotype Museum Marker Lineage Latitude 
Fin068 
Fin069 
Fin070 
Fin071 
Fin072 
Fin073 
Fin074 
Fin075
d
 
Fin076
c
 
Fin077
c
 
Fin078
d
 
Fin079
c
 
Fin080
c
 
Fin081
c
 
Fin082
c
 
Fin083
c
 
Fin084
c
 
Fin085
c
 
Fin086
c
 
Fin087
e
 
Fin088
e
 
Fin089 
Fin090 
Fin091
d
 
Fin092
d
 
Fin093
d
 
Fin094
d
 
Fin095
a
 
Fin096
a
 
Fin097
c
 
Fin098
a
 
Fin099
e
 
Fin100
e
 
Fin101
e
 
Fin102
e
 
Lat01 
Lat02 
Lat03 
Lat04 
Lat05 
Lat06 
Lat07 
 
Kuusamo 
Kiiminki 
Kiiminki 
Kiiminki 
Rauma 
Pudasjärvi 
Oulu 
Siuntio 
Hamina 
Hamina 
Siuntio 
Hamina 
Hamina 
Hamina 
Hamina 
Hamina 
Hamina 
Hamina 
Hamina 
Loviisa 
Loviisa 
Pyhtää 
Inkoo 
Siuntio 
Siuntio 
Siuntio 
Siuntio 
Savuniemi 
Savuniemi 
Hamina 
Savuniemi 
Loviisa 
Loviisa 
Loviisa 
Loviisa 
Madonas 
Madonas 
Jelgava 
Riga 
Tervete 
Amatas 
Jelgava 
 
HP3/HP47 
HP33 
HP47 
 
HP26 
HP21 
HP8/HP62 
HP8/HP27 
HP3/HP43 
 
 
 
HP47 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HP8/HP31 
 
HP34 (HVII) 
HP37 
HP21 (HVII) 
 
HP21 (HVII) 
HP16 (HVII) 
 
HP75 (HVII) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HP18 
HP8/HP66 
HP8/HP18 
HP17 
HP8/HP65 
HP8/HP66 
HP34 
 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
ZMUO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LUA 
LUA 
LUA 
LUA 
LUA 
LUA 
LUA 
 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
SIB 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
 
65.964567 
65.148446 
65.148446 
 
61.202091 
65.361853 
65.012615 
60.097271 
60.686912 
 
 
 
60.686912 
 
 
 
 
 
 
60.392988 
 
60.500248 
60.01731 
60.097271 
 
60.097271 
60.097271 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
56.854407 
56.854407 
56.652608 
56.962629 
56.480065 
57.318993 
56.652608 
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Appendix A continues. 
Sample 
code 
Location Haplotype Museum Marker Lineage Latitude 
Lat08 
Lat09 
Lat10 
Lat11 
Lat12 
Lat13 
Nor01 
Nor02 
Nor03 
Nor04 
Nor05 
Nor06 
Nor07 
Swe01 
Swe02 
Swe03 
Swe04 
Swe05 
Swe06 
Swe07 
Swe08 
Swe09 
Swe10 
Swe11 
Swe12 
Swe13 
Swe14 
Swe15 
Swe16 
Swe17 
Swe18 
Swe19 
Swe20 
Swe21 
Swe22 
Swe23 
Swe24 
 
Ligatne 
Ligatne 
Incukalna 
Ligatne 
Jelgava 
Riga 
Rana 
Hemnes 
Hemnes 
Rana 
Rana 
Hemnes 
Rana  
Skåne 
Skåne 
Uppland 
Uppland 
Bohuslän 
Uppland 
Uppland 
Halland 
Gotland 
Medelpad 
Småland 
Uppland 
Södermanland 
Gotland 
Gästrikland 
Uppland 
Bohuslän 
Västergötland 
Östergötland 
Södermanland 
Gotland 
Hälsingland 
Skåne 
Småland 
 
HP20 
HP30 
HP34 
HP16 
HP18 
HP34 
HP2/HP58 
HP2/HP52 
HP11/HP24 
HP52 
HP22 
HP47 
HP16 
HP8/HP32 
HP8/HP38 
HP3/HP60 
HP8/HP16 
HP8/HP61 
HP8/HP19 
HP16 
HP8/HP23 
HP9/HP68 
HP8/HP32 
HP8/HP67 
HP2/HP55 
HP34 
HP9/HP69 
HP8/HP35 
HP16 
HP47 
HP54 
HP2/HP55 
HP8/HP16 
HP15 
HP16 
HP57 
HP58 
 
LUA 
LUA 
LUA 
LUA 
LUA 
LUA 
RMZ 
RMZ 
RMZ 
RMZ 
RMZ 
RMZ 
RMZ 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
NRM 
 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
Cyt b/HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
HVII 
 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
EUR 
 
57.2358 
57.2358 
56.994708 
57.2358 
56.652608 
56.946203 
66.320535 
66.00627 
66.070135 
66.315786 
66.375613 
66.193717 
66.312485 
55.70466 
55.990257 
59.314449 
59.527238 
58.349415 
59.480277 
60.345896 
56.674375 
57.833777 
62.390811 
57.174712 
60.194976 
59.242595 
57.833777 
60.560666 
59.434941 
57.893791 
58.500415 
58.346037 
58.968196 
57.15376 
61.642823 
55.48045 
56.568675 
 
a–e 
Colony locations: a – Savuniemi; Joroinen; b – Kerisalonsaari, Joroinen; c – Hamina; d – Siuntio; e – 
Loviisa. 
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APPENDIX B 
List of species (E., Eptesicus), sample locations, haplotypes (and marker; cyt b, cytochrome b), mtDNA 
lineages (EUR, European lineage; SIB, Siberian lineage; W EUR, West European lineage; ORI, Original 
lineage) and GenBank accession numbers for additional cytochrome b sequences retrieved from GenBank. 
Species Location Haplotype Lineage GenBank 
Number 
Source 
E. nilssonii 
E. nilssonii 
E. nilssonii 
E. nilssonii 
E. nilssonii 
E. nilssonii 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
E. serotinus 
  
Germany 
Bryansk 
Chita 
Chita 
Yenisey 
Yenisey 
Bryansk 
Greece 
Kaliningrad 
Kabardino-Balkaria 
Krasnodar 
Krasnodar 
Volgograd 
West Kazakhstan 
Astrakhan 
Astrakhan 
Astrakhan 
Astrakhan 
Astrakhan 
Astrakhan 
 
HP10 (Cyt b) 
HP8 (Cyt b) 
HP14 (Cyt b) 
HP14 (Cyt b) 
HP13 (Cyt b) 
HP14 (Cyt b) 
 
 
 
 
 
EUR 
EUR 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
SIB 
ORI 
W EUR 
W EUR 
ORI 
ORI 
ORI 
ORI 
ORI 
ORI 
ORI 
ORI 
ORI 
ORI 
ORI 
 
AF37683 
GQ272565 
GQ272569 
GQ272568 
GQ272582 
GQ272567 
GQ272566 
AF376837 
GQ272587 
GQ272578 
GQ272575 
GQ272571 
GQ272579 
GQ272574 
GQ272580 
GQ272581 
GQ272586 
GQ272576 
GQ272577 
GQ272574 
 
Ruedi & Mayer 2001 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Ruedi & Mayer 2001 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
Artyushin et al. 2009 
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APPENDIX C 
The modified Nucleospin® Tissue Protocol for DNA extraction 
Standard protocol for human or animal tissue and cultured cells 
1. Prepare samples 
Cut 25 mg animal tissue into small pieces. 
2. Pre-lysis 
Add 180 µl buffer T1 and 25 µl proteinase K solution. Vortex to mix. Be sure that the samples are 
completely covered with lysis solution. Incubate at 56°C until complete lysis is obtained (24h). Use 
a shaking incubator. 
3. Lysis 
Vortex samples. Add 200 µl buffer B3, vortex vigorously and incubate at 70°C for 10 minutes. 
Vortrex briefly.If insoluble particles visible, centrifuge 5 minutes. 
4. Adjust DNA binding conditions 
Add 210 µl ethanol (96–100 %) to the sample and vortex vigorously. 
5. Bind DNA 
For each sample, place one NucleoSpin® Tissue column into a 2 ml collecting tube. Apply the 
same sample to the column. Centrifuge for 1 minute at 11,000  g. Discard the flow-through and 
place the column back into the collecting tube. 
6. Wash silica membrane 
1
st
 wash: Add 500 µl buffer BW. Centrifuge for 1 minute at 11,000  g. Discard flow-through and 
place the column back into the collecting tube. 
2
nd
 wash: Add 600 µl buffer B5 to the column and centrifuge for 1 minute at 11,000  g. Discard 
flow-through and place the column back into the collecting tube. 
7. Dry silica membrane 
Centrifuge the column for 1 minute at 11,000  g. Residual ethanol is removed during this step. 
8. Elute highly pure DNA 
Place the column into a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and add 50 µl prewarmed dH2O (70°C). 
Incubate at room temperature for 1 minute. Centrifuge 1 minute at 13,000  g. 
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APPENDIX D 
Preparation of the samples for sequencing: 
A) Sequencing reaction mix for PCR 
dH20    5.5 µl 
Big Dye® Terminator v1.1 
Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems) 1.0 µl 
Sequencing buffer (included in the kit)  1.5µl 
 
B) Sephadex purification of the sequencing reaction 
 
1. Take Sephadex solution to warm in room temperature 1 hour before starting.  
2. When the Sephadex solution has warmed, put it in a magnet mixer. 
3. Put a needed amount of Sephadex columns in a rack. 
4. Pipette 500 µl of Sephadex solution into each column and let settle for 10 minutes. 
5. Centrifuge 4.6  1000 rpm for 1 minute. 
6. Move the columns into clean Eppendorf tubes. 
7. Pipette the sequencing reaction carefully in the middle of the Sephadex column without touching 
it. 
8. Place the Eppendorf tubes with columns in the centrifuge the same way as before (check the 
position of the column). 
9. Centrifuge 4.6  1000 rpm for 1 minute. 
10. Take the columns from the Eppendorf tubes, discard the gel and rinse the columns with Milli-Q 
water 4–5 times and put the columns in Milli-Q water into microwave oven to boil for 
approximately 20 minutes. 
11. Place the purified sequencing reactions in a freezer until pipetting into a sequencing plate. 
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APPENDIX E 
Table 1 The 24 variable positions of the 603 bp segment of the cytochrome b observed among 92 Northern Bat individuals from this study and from GenBank 
(see Appendix A for the individuals of each haplotype and sources of the sequences). The transversion is marked with grey background. 
 
Haplotype 
Nucleotide position 
4 9 6
4 
5
4 
7
2 
8
0 
1
1
7 
1
2
9 
1
4
1 
1
7
4 
2
0
7 
2
4
9 
2
5
1 
2
6
4 
2
7
6 
3
1
2 
3
4
9 
3
5
9 
4
0
9 
4
5
6 
4
7
1 
4
8
3 
5
5
2 
5
9
7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
 
T 
. 
. 
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C 
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A 
A 
A 
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. 
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. 
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Table 2 The 49 variable positions of the 327 bp HVII sequence observed among 145 Northern Bat individuals by clusters I – V. Individuals belonging to each 
haplotype are listed in Appendix A. The transversion is marked with grey background. 
 
Cluster 
Haplo-
type 
Nucleotide position 
1 2 4 2
4 
1
2
9 
1
3
2 
1
6
5 
1
6
9 
1
8
2 
1
8
4 
2
1
6 
2
2
4 
2
2
5 
2
2
6 
2
3
0 
2
3
6 
2
3
7 
2
3
8 
2
3
9 
2
4
5 
2
4
7 
2
4
9 
2
5
0 
2
6
7 
2
6
9 
2
7
0 
2
7
4 
2
7
6 
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16 
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19 
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21 
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28 
29 
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31 
32 
33 
34 
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Cluster I continues. 
Cluster 
Haplo-
type 
Nucleotide position 
2
7
7 
2
7
8 
2
7
9 
2
8
8 
2
8
9 
2
9
0 
2
9
1 
2
9
2 
2
9
7 
2
9
8 
2
9
9 
3
0
1 
3
0
2 
3
0
6 
3
0
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16 
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Table 2 continues. 
Cluster 
Haplo-
type 
Nucleotide position 
1 2 4 2
4 
1
2
9 
1
3
2 
1
6
5 
1
6
9 
1
8
2 
1
8
4 
2
1
6 
2
2
4 
2
2
5 
2
2
6 
2
3
0 
2
3
6 
2
3
7 
2
3
8 
2
3
9 
2
4
5 
2
4
7 
2
4
9 
2
5
0 
2
6
7 
2
6
9 
2
7
0 
2
7
4 
2
7
6 
II 
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. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
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Clusters II and III continue. 
Cluster 
Haplo-
type 
Nucleotide position 
2
7
7 
2
7
8 
2
7
9 
2
8
8 
2
8
9 
2
9
0 
2
9
1 
2
9
2 
2
9
7 
2
9
8 
2
9
9 
3
0
1 
3
0
2 
3
0
6 
3
0
7 
3
0
8 
3
1
0 
3
1
3 
3
1
4 
3
1
6 
3
2
7 
II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III 
 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
 
C 
. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
. 
A 
A 
A 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
G 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
C 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
A 
. 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
T 
T 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
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Table 2 continues. 
Cluster 
Haplo-
type 
Nucleotide position 
1 2 4 2
4 
1
2
9 
1
3
2 
1
6
5 
1
6
9 
1
8
2 
1
8
4 
2
1
6 
2
2
4 
2
2
5 
2
2
6 
2
3
0 
2
3
6 
2
3
7 
2
3
8 
2
3
9 
2
4
5 
2
4
7 
2
4
9 
2
5
0 
2
6
7 
2
6
9 
2
7
0 
2
7
4 
2
7
6 
IV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V 
 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
T 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
A 
A 
. 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
. 
A 
A 
A 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
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Clusters IV and V continue. 
Cluster 
Haplo-
type 
Nucleotide position 
2
7
7 
2
7
8 
2
7
9 
2
8
8 
2
8
9 
2
9
0 
2
9
1 
2
9
2 
2
9
7 
2
9
8 
2
9
9 
3
0
1 
3
0
2 
3
0
6 
3
0
7 
3
0
8 
3
1
0 
3
1
3 
3
1
4 
3
1
6 
3
2
7 
IV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V 
 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
T 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
A 
A 
A 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
G 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
 
 
